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Program Summary
The Maine Geological Survey was established to map, interpret, and publish geologic
and physical resource information.
Over the past several
years, the Survey's mapping
projects and reseQrch activities have become more numerous
and complex.
In order to provide news of interest concerning Survey activities, we are
distributing the "Year in Review"
as our first annual program summary.
The s~mmary is free of
charge and will be distributed
along with publication information each winter using the
Survey's mailing list.
If you
would like to be on the mailing
list, send your name and address
~ the Maine Geological Survey,
uepartment of Conservation, State
House Station 22, ~ugusta, Maine
04333.

Maine Geological Survey Personnel : Front Row (left to right) - John Poisson , Cartographer; Carolyn Lepage , Geologist; Bennett Wilson, Cartographer; Second Row Michael Mullen, Geology Technician; Carole Ricker, Accountant; Sandra St.Michel,
Clerk Stenographer; Melanie Lanctot , Water Resource Analyst; Maureen Davis, Clerk
Typist ; Third Row - Robert Johnston, Cartographer; Marc Loiselle, Senior Geologist;
Robert Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping; Andrews Tolman , Hydrogeologist; Walter
Anderson, State Geologist. Missing from Photo: Woodrow Thompson, Physical Geologist.

Crystalline Rock Study
In the spring of 1981, the Maine Geological
Survey (MGS) received a grant from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for consultation and
concurrence on the National (High Level Radioactive) Waste Terminal Storage (NWTS) Program.
The DOE is now conducting a regional analysis
of crystalline rocks in the northeastern (as
well as midwestern and southeastern) United
States in order to identify potential sites for a
repository for high level nuclear waste. The
MGS is not involved in the actual study of
potential sites, but rather is acting in an
oversight and review role.

of Maine at Presque Isle), Ollie Gates (SUNYCollege at Fredonia) , Brad Hall (Univers ity of
Maine at Orono), Marc Loiseile (MGS), Alan Lud- '
man (Queens College, NY.), Bob Moench (USGS-Denver), Kost Pankiwskyj (University of Hawaii),
and Dave Roy (Boston College) . The map will be
a departure ~rom standard geologic maps in that
lithologies (sandstone, limestone, shale, etc.)
will be shown on the map as a pattern with the
age of formation shown by a color or tint.
The
anticipated publication date is late 1983.

As well as funding the MGS oversight and
review duties, ·the grant provides funding for
two other related projects: compilation and publication of new 1:500,000 bedrock and surficial
maps of the state, and design and implementation
of a computer based data management system for
~eologic information.

Editors (and regional comp ilers) for the
surficial map are Woody Thompson (MGS) and Hal
Borns (University of Maine at Orono). Additiona l
compilers are Tom Brewer (Boston State College) ,
Dee Caldwell (Boston University), Nick Genes
(Boston State College) , Bill Holland (Jordan Gorrill Associates, Portland), Tom Lowell (SUNYBuffalo) , Bill Newman (Northeastern University) ,
and Geoff Smith (Ohio University).
The map units
and explanation will be similar to those currently
in use on preliminary surficia~ maps published by
the MGS.
The anticipated publication date is
also late 1983.

Scientific editors (and r egional compilers)
for the new bedrock map are Gary Boone of Syracuse University, Art Hussey of Bowdoin College,
and Phil Osberg of The University of Maine at
Orono.
Additional regional compilers are Gene
Baudette (USGS-Reston) , Bill Forbes (University

The data management system for geologic
information includes developing a computerized
bibliography of Maine geology as well as developing formats and procedures for storage and
retrieval of hydrologic, economic, and other·
geologic information concerning Maine.

Seismotectonic Program

Earthquake Monitoring Program

1981 marked the fifth year of the Survey's
participation in the New England Seismotectonic
Study. The purpose of the seismotectonic program
in Maine is to investigate crustal structures and
movements that may be related to recent earthquake activity in the state. The program consists of two principal parts - a Brittle Fracture
Study and a Crustal Warping Study. The Brittle
Fracture Study comprises bedrock mapping projects
that .focus on the stratigraphy and structure of
seismically active areas.
Emphasis is placed on
determining the distribution and activity of
faults and other types of bedrock fractures.
The purpose of the Crustal Warping Study is to
document the age, rate, extent, and other characteristics of vertical crustal movements in Maine
during Late Pleistocene to Holocene time.

The Maine Geological Survey and Weston
Geophysical Observatory, with the cooperation of
the Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness (CEP),
are involved in a program to determine the intensity of earthquake activity in Maine. Weston
Observatory maintains eleven seismic stations in
Maine as part of the Northeastern U.S. Seismic
Network.
Information recorded by the stations
is interpreted by seismologists at Weston Observatory and the results are passed along to the
MGS.

The project report for FY 1981, published
in December, includes Brittle Fracture reports
and maps fo r the following a eas: Northwest
0
Boundary Fault, Sherbrooke 2 quadrangle, northcentral Bangor 2 quadrangle, Lower AndroscogginCasco Bay area, Gardiner 15' quadrangle, and
parts of the Vassalboro and Wiscasset 15' quadrangles.
Reports completed for the Crustal
Warping Study included subjects such as the historical dating of salt marsh dikes, the use of
salt marsh evidence for sea-level rise, the
relation on glacial deltas to sea-level, and
gravity surveys of the Passamaquoddy Bay and
Southern Penobscot Valley areas.
Field investigations during the summer of
1981 included structur31 studies of the Eastport and Fredericton 2 quadrangles, Lewiston
15' quadrangle , and the Dover-Foxcroft region;
a gravity survey of the Dover-Foxcroft area;
continuation of salt marsh and glacial delta
studies; and a study of sea-level rise in the
Damariscotta River.

If the event was of sufficient magnitude
that it may have been felt, the appropriate
County CEP directors are contacted by the MGS
to distribute "Earthquake Questionnaires".
The
individuals contacted respond to questions regarding their location, sensations experiencea (if
any), and resulting damage (if any). The information gathered is used to supplement instrumental data recorded at Weston and elsewhere.
During 1981, twenty four seismic events
occurred in Maine.
Of these only one was felt by
individua l s.

Sand and Gravel Aquifer Maps
The Hydrogeology Division, in cooperation
with the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the U.S. Geological Survey, completed
a three year project to produce a series of fifty
eight 1:50,000 Sand and Gravel Aquifer maps cover
'ing the inhabited portions of the state. These
maps, compiled by A.L. Tolman and E.M. Lanctot,
show areas where development of high yield wells
from surficial deposits is likely . Two shaping
patterns show likely yields from 10-50 and 50500 gpm.
Existing well data (shown on the maps)
and surf icial mapping were used to develop the
patterns. The maps, with a description of each
aquifer, are available from the Maine Geological
Survey for $2.00 each. An index and description
of the maps is available free.

Peat Program
Detailed Aquifer Study
The Maine Geological Su.i :vey completed the
third field season of the Maine Peat Resource
Evaluation Program in 1981. The Peat Program,
which is funded by the u.s~ Department of Energy
(DOE) through the Maine Office of Energy Resources, is designed to determine the location and
amount of fuel-grade peat in Maine. The principal investigator for the program is Dr. Cornelia Cameron of the U.S. Geological Survey.
During the 1981 field season, fifty six peat deposits located primarily in southern Ma ine were
surveyed. Over two hundred samples were collected for various t ypes of laboratory analy ses,
including moisture content, percent ash, bulk
density, trace element content, and heating value.
Maps of each of the depos its surveyed have been
prepared and will be released along with the re sults of the laboratory analyses in a report to
the DOE. A limited number of copies of the re~o~t will be availab le from Joel Davis at the
Maine Office of Energy Resources, State House
Station 53, Augusta, Maine 04333. The information
will also be availab le for inspection at the
Survey off ice in Augusta.

Since reconnaissance Sand and Gravel aquifer
mapping was completed for the inhabited portions
of the state, the Maine Geological Survey Hydrogeology Division, in cooperation with USGS and
DEP, has initiated a more detailed study of selected major glacial aquifers, beginning in
Southern Maine. This year' s study area is in
northern York and southern Cumberland Counties,
comprising 22 5 square miles of glacial delta,
outwash and ice-contact deposits.
The project has several objectives, all related to the improvement of our understanding of
the ground water resources available in the area.
A major goal is to add an understanding of the
third dimension of the deposits to the surficial
work done previously.
In addition, the Survey· is
refining aquifer boundaries and attempting to distinguish between aquifers and their prima.ry recharge area.
The final objective of the project
is to assess flow directions and reg ional water
quality in the aquifers.

Aquifer Study (cont.)
To accomplish these goals, the Survey used a
variety of tools including well inventories,
~lumberger resistivity soundings, single channel
~nd twelve channel seismic lines, and soil boring
with well installation.
More than forty potential
contamination sites were assessed.
Leachate plane
direction and magnitude and potential hazard to
regional water quality will be determined.
Water in thirty monitoring wells installed
for the project, together with existing wells,
was sampled and analysed for a suite of indicator
parameters.
These analyses will be used to assess
regional water quality.

Earthquakes in Maine, October 1975 - December 1981,
scale 1:500,000, compiled by Carolyn A. Lepage and
Robert A. Johnston.
Price: $1.25 plus 7¢ tax.
This 28" x 42" blue-line map locates all of
the seismic events recorded since October 1975
by the Weston Geophysical Observatory using
the Maine Seismic Network.
The map shows the
location of earthquake epicenters and seismograph staticins, and the dates and magnitudes
of events.

Radon Study to Begin
A report of this year's work will be published by the Maine Geological Survey and will
include the following maps with explanatory text:
1) Aquifer boundaries and estimated yields
2) Estimates of flow directions
3) Thickness of overburden and aquifer thickness where known
4) Bedrock surface topography with selected
cross sections
5) Well logs and stratigraphic sections
6) Background water chemistry
7) Assessment of selected potential contamination sites
A draft of the report will be available for
inspection and comment in March 1982.
Publication will be in the £all of 1982.

New Publications
End Moraines and Glaciofluvial Deposits, Cumberland and York Counties, Maine, scale 1:125,000,
by Geoffrey W. Smith.
Price: $2.00 plus 10¢ tax.
This 30" x 35" black and white map is a
regional compilation of new and existing
surficial geologic information in southwestern Maine.
The map locates end moraines,
ice-contact deposits, meltwater channels,
and the approximate limit of late glacial
marine submergence in southwestern Maine.
Index Map Series, scale 1:1,000,000.
Price: Free of charge
The Index Map Series provides a listing of
areas mapped by the Maine Geological Survey.
New index maps are available for the following types of geologic information: bedrock
geology, surficial geology, and sand and
gravel aquifers.
The maps are printed on
blue-line paper and are updated when new
maps are published.
During 1981, the Survey open-filed 17 new bedrock maps, 38 surficial maps, and 38 sand and gravel aquifer
maps.

The Maine Geological Survey in cooperation
with the Maine MP~ical Center, the University
of Maine at Orono, and the Department of Human
Services will soon begin a study to determine
if there is a correlation between radon in the
air and water of the home environment and the
high incidence of cancer observed ~n several of
Maine's counties.
Radon, a radioactive decay product of uranium, was first discovered in Maine in 1957 in
Raymond.
Since then, studies expanded to other
areas of the state have determined that 98% of
the drilled wells in Maine exceed EPA's proposed
standard of 500 picocuries per liter.
The highest levels are generally found in wells drilled
into granite and into high grade metamorphic
rock.
A record level of 1,500,000 pCi/l was
recently measured in water from a well in
Georgetown, Maine, which is in the sillimanite
zone.
Previous studies indicate that radon may be
a significant health problem when it diffuse$
out of well water and is inhaled.
Studies in
Czechoslovakia and the U.S. have linked radon
decay products with lung cancer in ur~nium miners.
Research by Dr. C.T. Hess et. al. at the University of Maine, Orono, determined that the counties with highest radon concentrations in water
also have the highest rate of female lung cance'rs;
and statistical studies by the Maine Department
of Human Services found a signigicant correlation
between high radon concentrations and total number
of cancers in men and women.
Based on this evidence, the study will
examine three groups of patients:
lung cancer
patients, other cancer patients, and non-cancer
patients from the Maine Medical Center in
Portland.
Only individuals who have been using
self-supplied drilled well water for 10 years
will be included in the study. These patients
will be interviewed to determine their exposure
to other carcinogenic substances, including
occupational hazards and cigarette smoke.
Then
air and water samples will be taken from their
homes and radon levels measured. The water
will be tested using the liquid scintillation
method and the levels in air will be measured
with track-etch cups.
Using analysis of variance, investigators will then determine if the
cancer groups have been exposed to higher levels
of radon than the control group.
The principal investigator in the study
is E. Melanie Lanctot of the Maine Geological
Survey.
Co-investigators are Dr. Charles T.
Hess, Physics Department, University of Maine
at Orono; Dr. Peter Rand, Research Department,
Maine Medical Center; and Dr . Greg Bogdan, Environmental Health Unit, Department of Human Services.

Publications in Press
Bibliography of Maine Geology (1672-1980),
compiled by Arthur M. Hussey II.

Geology of the Two Lights and Crescent Beach
State Parks Area, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, by
Arthur M. Hussey II.

The Bibliography is being updated and indexed in more detail.
All bibliographical f
entries will be entered into the Survey's
computer and will be updated yearly.
As a
result of this new system, the Bibliography
will be updated and printed at more frequent
intervals in the future .

This report is written in a semi-popular
style and describes the structural geology
of the Two Lights and Crescent Beach State
Parks area.
Emphasis is placed on how the
geologic evidence relates to structural
forces and the theory of continental drift.

Fossil Collecting in Maine:
An Introductory
Guide, by William H. Forbes.

Bedrock Geology ~ of the Big Lake 15' Quadrangle,
Maine, by Allan Ludman.

This non-technical handbook describes and
illustrates the various fossils found in
Maine.
General fossil characteristics,
methods of fossil collection, and popular
fossil-hunting localities are also described.

As the eighth in the Survey's Geologic
Map Series, this packet includes a colored
geologic map and cross sections.
An accompanying ~ext describes rock types and
structures in detail.
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Program Summary
To provide news of interest concerning
Survey activities, we are pleased to distribute
the second annual "Year in Review". The "Year
in Review" is a summary of Maine Geological
survey programs for 1982 and is available in
limited quantities free of charge.
Persons
interested in obtaining extra copies of the
summary should contact the survey office.

Publtc Information Services
One of the primary functions of the Maine
Geological Survey is to make information available to the public concerning the geology, mineral resources, and ground water of the State.
Geologic information is often needed by individuals, companies, and government agencies for a
variety of purposes. The surv.e y provides information through publications, public contacts,.
~onferences, and answers to telephon·e and - letter
:equests. A variety of technical and informational services are available.

Historical perspective: This photo was taken in the
early 1960's at a mine near the Maine coast. Do you
recognize it? We're not sure. If you know the answer,
please write us at the Survey.

Informational Literature. Available on request from the survey are: a list of publications; a list of open-file information; and an
index map series which describes and locates the
map coverage for various geologic subjects including: bedrock geology, surficial geology,
coastal marine geology, and hydrogeology (including sand and gravel aquifers and bedrock
aquifers). All informational literature is
available free of charge from the Survey.

Geological Advisory Services. Staff geologists are available at' the Survey office to
answer questions and give assistance on a variety of geologic topics. Examples of common
assistance are: identifying rocks and minerals,
explaining the geology and geologic history of
particular areas, estimating ground-water availability in particular areas, and discussing
mineral resources in the state. Geologists are
available to interpret geologic maps and to
explain geologic publications.

The Survey also maintains a computerized
mailing list. Each year, information about new
publications and geologic programs is distributed to over 800 people on the mailing list.
Persons interested in being on the list should
send their name and address to the Survey
office.

Mining on State-owned Lands. The survey is
the contact agency for persons or companies
interested in prospecting on State-owned lands
in Maine. The Survey issues permits for pros~
pecting on State lands and will answer questions
regarding mining on State lands. Copies of the
mining law are available on request.

Geologic Publications. The Survey is involved
in a wide range of geologic investigations and
research projects. The results of these investigations are made available to the public through
the Survey's publication system. Three types of
information are available: progress maps and
reports, open-file information, and formal publications. Progress maps and reports represent
the initial stages of geologic investigations.
Draft copies of these reports and maps are available in the Survey office for inspection only.
Results of more detailed reconnaissance mapping
ind geologic investigations are available for
purchase as "open-file" information. Results of
completed projects are published formally as
part of the Survey's series of geologic publications.

Earthquake Monitoring. In cooperation with
the Maine Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness (CEP), the Survey monitors the intensity of
seismic events that occur in Maine.
If a seismic event was of sufficient magnitude that it
may have been felt, the appropriate County CEP
Directors are contacted by the Survey to distribute "Earthquake Questionnaires". The
individuals contacted respond to questions regarding their location, sensations experienced,
and resul-ting damage (if any) . The information
gathered is used to supplement instrumental data
recorded by the Weston Geophysical Observatory
in Massachusetts.
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Resource Center Library. The library, located
in the Survey 9ffice, contains a reference
collection on Maine geology. Published information from state, federal, and private agencies
has been collected and cataloged. The library
also contains a wide range of open-file and unpublished maps, progress reports, theses, and
dissertations. All Maine Geological Survey publications and open-file reports are also available in th~ library for inspection. The library
is open to the public.

Survey Personnel
ADMINISTRATION, MINERAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES
Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
Carole F. Ricker, Administrative Assistant
Carolyn A. Lepage, Geologist
Catherine A. Stultz, Secretary
Donna L. Davis, Clerk Typist
BEDROCK AND SURFICIAL GEOLOGY DIVISION

Mineral Collection. The Survey has assembled
a rock and mineral display that is open to the
public in the Survey office. The display collection contains specimens collected from
localities in Maine and elsewhere in the country. A staff geologist is available to explain
rock and mineral occurrences and give advice on
mineral collecting in the state.

Woodrow B. Thompson, Physical Geologist
Marc c. Loiselle, Senior Geologist
HYDROGEOLOGY DIVISION
Andrews L. Tolman, Hydrogeologist
E . Melanie Lanctot, Water Resource Analyst
Michael K. Mullen, Geology Technician

Map Library. The Survey maintains a reference
file of u.s. Geological Survey topographic maps
and orthophotoquads. The collection includes
topographic maps at the following scales:
1:24,000~ 1:62,500, 1:250,000, and 1:500,000.
These maps are not available for purchase from
the Survey, but questions concerning price,
coverage, availability, and ordering will be
answered.

MARINE GEOLOGY DIVISION
Joseph T . Kelley, Coastal Marine Geologist
CARTOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISION
Robert D. Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping
Bennett J. Wilson, Jr., Cartographer
Robert A. Johnston, Cartographer
John B. Poisson, Cartographer

Aerial Photograph Library. .Two sets of aerial
photographs are available . for inspection and use
in the survey office. The first set covers the
entire State and was flown by the USDA Soil Conservation Service in the mid-1960's. The scale
is either 1:15,84 0 or 1:20,000 depending on the
area of the State. The second set covers about
two thirds of the State and was flown by the
Soil Conservation Service and the U.S . Forest
Service in 1979-1981. These photographs are at
a scale of 1:40,000. ·
The Survey also has a reference set of
false-color Landsat images at a scale of
1:250,000 scanned in the mid-1970's.
Mapfing Advisory Committee. The Maine Geological Survey is the lead agency in the state's
Mapping Advisory Committee (MAC). The MAC is
responsible for coordinating topographic mapping
priorities with the U.S. Geological Survey. The
committee also handles questions concerning geographic name changes in conjunction with the
u.s. Board on Geographic Names. Questions concerning name changes can be sent to the MAC at
the Survey address.

Legislative Issues
The Maine Geological Survey was involved in
a number of legislative issues in both the last
and current legislative sessions. Topics which
have been addressed include low level and high
level radioactive waste disposal, wetlands inventory, ground-water contamination, and land use
controls.

Computer Services. The survey will rrffer
computer services in the future. A computerized
bibliography and a geologic data base are currently being compiled. The Survey plans to
include computer files on mineral localities,
fossil occurrences, water well data, and other
available geologic information in its data
management system.

The Department of Conservation is undergoing Sunset Review during the current legislative session. This process, being coordinated
for the Survey by Andy Tolman and Carole Ricker,
explains to the Legislature the mandates under
which the Survey operates and how we are fulfilling them. The Survey may be re-authorized,
altered, or eliminated based on this process.

If you have questions or need information
on Maine's geology, ground water, or mineral
resources, the Survey will either answer your
request directly or refer you to an alternate
source for an answer. Send written requests for
information to: Maine Geological Survey,
Department of Conservation, State House Station
122, Augusta, Maine 04333. For telephone
requests dial (207) 289-2801.

The Survey, in cooperation with the Department of Environmental Protection, has submitted
a bill to complete the Significant Aquifers
project for the remainder of the State over a
three-year period. Budget requests have also
been submitted to upgrade the hydrology and
topographic mapping cooperatives with the u.s.
Geological Survey to provide a better data base
for decision-making.
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Crystalline Rock Program

Situ Stress Studies

The Maine Geological Survey is providing
support for in situ stress studies being conducted in thE!°Mount Waldo pluton by F. T. Lee of
the u.s. Geological survey, Denver. The purpose
of the study is to examine crustal stress using
actual measurements of strain released in situ
by coring and measuring strain release.~T~
project was originally funded as part of efforts
to develop a strategic petroleum storage system
in mined repositories along the eastern seaboard, and has since evolved into a study of the
geomechanical properties of the Mount Waldo pluton. The data collected can be used to analyze
the rockbursts which were notable in quarries in
the Mount Waldo granite and to assess potential
hazards during construction and quarrying in
similar rock types in New England. The project
is funded by the USGS. The MGS has provided
vehicle support and equipment storage in Maine,
and is running a temperature monitor program in
several drill holes in the Mount Waldo pluton
over the winter.

The project funded by the Department of
Energy for consultation and concurrence for the
National Waste Terminal Storage Program is now
in its second year. Considerable progress was
made on the compilation of new 1:500,000 bedrock
and surficial geologic maps of the state and on
the development of a computerized bibliography
of Maine ~eology.
(See last year's annual
review for more information on the program.)
In the area of review and oversight of DOE
activities in Maine, policy changes in the waste
storage program have delayed the regional characterization of crystalline terrains in the
northeastern U.S.
The Survey continues to monitor the regional studies .being carried out by
the Argonne National Laboratory, and to express
the concerns of the state on the geologic
aspects of high-level nuclear waste disposal.
Last summer was the final field season
before the new bedrock and surficial maps of the
state go to press. At the present time, reconnaissance surf icial geologic mapping for the
state has been completed and the regional compilers have submitted maps of their areas to the
survey. Work is underway to prepare 1:250,000
and 1:500,000 versions of the surficial map for
review. In addition to showing the basic surficial mat~rials such as till and marine clay,
the state map will include radiocarbon dates,
sites of special scientific interest, and other
information relating to the Quaternary history
of Maine. Scientific editors and chief compilers for the map are Woody Thompson (MGS) and
Hal Borns (University of Maine at Orono).
Regional compilers are Tom Brewer (Boston State
College), Dabney Caldwell (Boston University),
Nick Genes (Boston State College), Bill Holland
(consulting geologist), Tom Lowell (SUNYBuffalo), B:i-11 Newman (Northeastern Universi.ty),
and Jeff Smith (Ohio University).
Final drafts of the bedrock compilations at
a scale of 1:250,000 have been completed and are
being redrafted and reduced to produce a review
copy of the map at 1:500,000. A series of meetings involving the scientific editors and compilers is planned for early 1983 to develop an
explanation and design the final product.
Scientific editors and chief compilers for the
bedrock map are Gary Boone (Syracuse University), Art Hussey (Bowdoin College), and Phil
Osberg (University of Maine at Orono). Regional
compilers are Gene Boudette (USGS-Reston), Bill
Forbes (University of Maine at Presque Isle),
Ollie Gates (SUNY-College at Fredonia), Brad
Hall (UMO), Alan Ludman (Queens College), Bob
Moench (USGS-Denver), Kost Pankiwskyj (University of Hawaii), Steve Pollock (University of
southern Maine), and Dave Roy (Boston College).

Dan Miller, USGS Geologist, stores a section of granite
core collected from the Mt. Waldo pluton.

CUSMAP Study

Both maps will undergo peer review this
spring and are scheduled to go to the printer,
Williams and Heintz Map Corporation in Washington, D.C., in June 1983.

The MGS continued to participate in the
Conterminous United States Mineral Appraisal Program (CUSMAP). This program is funded by the
u.s. Geological Survey and includes bedrock
mapping for the purpose of min'e ral resource
appraisal in the Sherbrooke and Lewiston
2-degree quadrangles. Three MGS geologists
carried out mapping for the CUSMAP project
during the 1982 field season: R. Marvinney
(Syracuse University) in the Penobscot Lake 15'
Quadrangle; A. w. Berry, Jr. (University of
Maine at ·Farmington) in the Norway 15' Quadrangle; and A. M. Hussey· II (Bowdoin College) in
the Buckfield-Bryant Pond area.

The development of a computerized bibliography of Maine geology, which can be searched in
a manner similar to the GeoRef bibliography of
geology, is proceeding along with the preparation of a new printed edition of the Bibliography of Maine Geology by Arthur Hussey of
Bowdoin College. While no firm date has been
set for publication of the updated edition or
completion of the computerized version, late
spring of 1983 appears to be a reasonable
estimate.
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Seismotectonic Study
Fiscal Year 1982 was.the final year of the
New England Seismotectonic Study, which in Maine
had been a five-year investigation of vertical
crustal movements, faults and other rock structures, and the relationship of these features to
recent earthquake activity. Funded by the u.s.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), this study
was admirtistered by the Weston Geophysical Observatory of Boston College, and involved other
northeastern states besides Maine. Although the
Seismotectonic Study has concluded, the Maine
Geological Survey has received funding directly
from the NRC to continue the Crustal Warping
Study through 1983. A proposed work program
extending through 1985 has also been approved,
subject to the availability of funding during
the. next two years.
The NRC is interested in the neotectonics
and seismicity of Maine principally from the
standpoint of assessing the safety of nuclear
power plants. However, the data gathered by the
survey is p6tentially important in siting other
types of structures that may be sensitive to
earthquakes or rapid sea-level change such as
tidal power sta.t ions.
In addition, the crustal
subsidence documented by the study team appears
to be at least partly. responsible for the rapid
shoreline erosion affecting portions of the Maine
coast. Beginning in the 1982 field season, Joe
Kelley, the survey's Marine Geologist, began
working with the other project investigators to
determine the effect of Holocene crustal warping
on the - coastal environment.

0

-1

-3
Relative crustal movement in Maine in mm/yr compiled as
part of the Crustal Warping Study funded by the NRC
(from MGS Open-File Report No. 80-34).

The NRC project report for FY 1982, scheduled to be released by the Survey early in 1983,
includes bedrock and brittle-fracture maps ·a nd
reports on the following areas:
Eastport
2-degree Quadrangle, by o. Gates (SUNY-College
at Fredonia): Lewiston 15 .' Quadrangle, by A. '. M,
Hussey II (Bowdoin College): Fredericton
2-degree Quadrangle, by A. Ludman (Queens
College): the Sebec Lake area, by D. w. Newberg
(Bates College): and the Dover-Foxcroft area, by
D. s. Westerman (Norwich University). Reports
prepared for the Crustal Warping Study during FY
1982 deal with the following topics: salt-.marsh
stratigraphy in relation to sea-level rise (H.
w. Borns, Jr., (University of Maine at Oron9),
and others): historical dating of sea-level rise
(D. Smith (UMO)): historical records of Maine
earthquakes (D. Smith (UMO)): sea-level changes
indicated by archaeological sites (D. Sanger
(UMO)): beotectonic changes in elevations of
glacial-marine deltas and beaches (W. B.
Thompson (MGS) and others): and gravity maps of
the Dover-Foxcroft region (D. A. Tyler and P.
Messier (UMO)). This information will be available throu9h the Survey' s open-file. system after
the project report has been accepted by the
Weston Observatory.

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
As, part of his duties as State Geol09ist,
the Director of the Geological Surv·e y was requested by the Maine Legislature to report to
the Governor and the Legislature on the suitability of areas in the state for the development
of a ·low-level radioactive waste disposal facility. Last summer the Survey prepared a screening study for the State's Low-level Waste Siting
Commission. The study considered only geologic
screening factors, and, as such, is only
one-half of a comprehensive screening study.
Demographic, socio-economic, and environmental
factors must also be considered when determining
the overall suitability of an area for a waste
disposal facility.
The study examined deposits . of Quaternary
marine clay (Presumpscot Formation) in the
southern third of the State in order to screen
out areas not suitable for a disposal facility
on geologic grounds. • Four geologic screening
factors were used to eliminate areas considered
not favorable for the location of a shallow land
burial waste disposal facility:
location of the
100-year flood plain, insufficient thickness of
overburden, location of high yield bedrock aquifers, and location of sand and gravel aquifers.
Areas of Presumpscot Formation that were not
screened out by one or more of the geologic factors listed above would be considered for more
detailed study when and if it becomes necessary.

Mining on State-Owned Lands
The Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau
of Public Lands have administrative jurisdiction
over exploration · and mineral development on
those lands owned or held in trust by the State
that are open · for mineral exploration. The Survey issues prospector's permits, records claims
and, with the consent of the Director of the
Bureau of Public Lands, issues per:mits to mine,
In 1982, 291 claims, 24 prospector's permits, 1
mining lease, and 1 license to mine on State
lands were active.

The report is not availa_b le for purchase
because of the cost of reproducing the maps and
overlays included, but is available for inspection at a number of locations in the State, For
more information on the report please contact
Marc Loiselle at the Survey office in Augusta.
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Deep Crustal Reflection Profile

Peat Program

The U. ·s.• Geological Survey has proposed
(and apparently funded)
deep crustal reflection profile across the State. The purpose of
the profile is to examine deep crustal structure
beneath the -state along a line running from near
Jackman in northwestern Maine to . Penobscot Bay
in the central coastal area. This would take
the lin~ across most of the major Paleozoic
structures in the State. Part of the .reason for
selecting the Maine line over several other
candidates in the western part of t~e country
was the existence of the Canadian SOQUIP deep
crustal profile-in Quebec (which terminates near
the start of the proposed Maine line), and plans
by the Canadian government to run a similar line
across the continental shelf out to Georges Bank.
When all three lines are completed, this would
provide a deep crustal section across the northern Appalachians from the Canadian shield to the
outer continental shelf.

The Maine Geological Survey completed . the
final field season of the Maine Peat Resource
Evaluation Program in 1982. The program, funded
by the Department of Energy through the Maine
Office of Energy Resources, was de.signed to
determine the location and amount of fuel-grade
peat in Maine • . The principal investigator for
the program was Dr. Cornelia Cameron of the USGS
who was assisted by Michael Mullen, MGS Geology
Technician.

a

During the 1982 field program, 51 peat deposits were surveyed in Washington and southern
Aroostook Counties. Samples were collected for
laboratory analyses including moisture content,
percent ash, bulk density, trace element content, and heating value. Maps of each deposit
are being prepared and will be released along
with the laboratory results in an open-file report in the spring of 1983. ) The results of the
1979 and 1980 field seasons are currently available as MGS open-file reports.

The Maine Geological Survey is providing
logistical . support for the profile, and is coordinat-ing effo_rts with the Weston Geophysical
Obseryatory of Boston College for seismic travel
time studies and shallow reflection and refraction studies which would be "piggybacked" o_n the
USGS deep crustal profile.

In addition to the MGS field program, several other research projects were funded by the
Department of Energy grant. Kimmo Tolonen (University of Helsinki) and Ron Davis (University
of Maine at Orono) studied peat accumulation
rates in selected peatlands. George' Jacobsen
(UMO) characterized the vegetation in several
large deposits and Stephen Norton (UMO) researched the geochemical properties of selected
peat bogs. Cornelia Cameron (USGS-Reston) is
also working on. a system for the classification
of Maine peat deposits and a detailed study of
the Great Heath in Washington County. · ·The Survey plans to publish the results of these projects as bulletins or open-file reports in the
fall of 1983.
·

The first half of the line (from the
Canadian border to central Maine) is scheduled
to be run in October 1983, and the second half
the following year.

Earthquake Monitoring
Weston Geophysical Observatory maintains
eleven sei~mic stations in Maine as part of the
Northeastern u.s. Seismic Network.
To supplement the instrumental data recorded at the
observatory, the Maine Geological Survey, with
the cooperation of the Bureau of Civil Emergency
Preparedness, gathers information on the intensity of earthquake activity in Maine.
In 1982, the Army Corps of Engineers transferred ownership of an array of seismometers and
related equipment to the Survey.
The equipment
was originally installed by the Corps during
their environmental study of the now-defunct
Dickey-Lincoln dam project. The equipment has
been shipped to Weston Observatory for renovation and will eventually be integrated into
the Maine portion of the Northesastern Seismic
Network.
During 1982, over 20 seismic events occurred in Maine.
The events ranged from o.8 to
2.8 on the Richter scale and only one was felt
by individuals.
The largest event felt in Maine
.occurred on January 9, 1982 in northern New
Brunswick. The quake registered 5.8 on the Richter scale and had a multitude of aftershocks.
The quake was felt as far south as New York City
and caused slight structural damage in Washington and Aroostook Counties (several windows were
broken and foundations and roads cracked).
The size and location of the earthquakes
that have occurred in Maine since October 1975
are shown on the open-file map entitled "Earthquakes in Maine" available from tlie survey
(Open-File No. 83-2, $1.25 plus 7 cents tax per
copy).

MGS field crew sampling a peat bog usi'ng a McCaulay peat
sampler. Cornelia Cameron, USGS Geologist, is at left.
Vernon Shaw and David Brown,·MGS Geology Technicians,
are operating the sampler.
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Significant Aquifers Study

Ground Water I Lakes Study

The results of the first year (1981) of the
joint Maine Geological survey-u.s. Geological
Survey-Maine Department of Environmental Protection significant sand and gravel aquifer study
have been approved for release. The report .
consists of four black-line plates incorporating
text and maps showing aquifer yield, depth to
water, thickness of overburden, cross sections,
evaluation of potential contamination sites, and
regional ground-water geochemistry. The report
covers northern York and southern Cumberland
counties.

Chris Stone, a graduate student in geology
at the University of Maine at Orono, is conducting a study-of ground-water flow in an icecontact deposit adjoining Lovejoy Pond in
Albion. The study was initiated by the survey
in cooperation with the Lakes Division of the
Department of Environmental Protection as a
feasibility · study for dilutional pumping to renovate the water quality of the lake. Although
the pumping scheme has been postponed indef ini tely, the monitoring of ground-water flow into
the lake through clay-mantled sands and gravels
represents a valuable contribution to our understanding of Maine's hydrogeology.
Stone plans
to complete his work in 1983.

Field work completed during the 1982 field
season covered portions of Cumberland, Androscoggin, Sagadahoc, Kennebec and Oxford Counties. A
series of reports on the aquifers in these counties is now being compiled. Draft copies will
be available for inspection and comment in the
spring of 1983.
Andy Tolman, Director of the Survey's Hydrogeology Division, and Dorothy Tepper and Glenn
Prescott, USGS Hydrologists, co-authored a paper
on the project which Tolman presented at the
Sixth National Ground Water Quality Symposium.
The emphasis on both regional and local groundwater quality, as well as aquifer. yield, make
the study a useful addition to the State's water
resources data base.

Radon and Cancer Study
Do the high levels of the radioactive gas
radon found in Maine wells pose a danger to
public health? Thi~ is the question addressed
by a study initiatecLby the Maine Geological
Survey last year.
The study is a collaborative effort which
calls on experts from the Maine Medical Center
in Portland: the Physics Department of the
University of Maine at Orono: the Department of
Human Ser.v ices: and the Maine Geological survey.
Its purpose is to determine the r~lative risk of
a person developing lung cancer or another form
of cancer when exposed to high levels of radon
in the domestic environment. The primary
sources of radon are water extracted from wells
drilled into granite and granite building
materials and outcrops.
The 400 subjects to be used in the study
are consenting patients admitted to the Mai~e
Medical Center and peripheral medical facil.ities.
They will be divided into three categories: lung
.c ancer patients ( 100) , other cancer patients
(100); and a non-cancer control group (200).
Answers to a questionnaire will determine prior
exposure to other carcinogenic agents, such as
cigarette smoke and industrial · chemicals. Air
and water samples wiil also be taken at the
patients' homes. A prerequisite for inclusion
in the study is that a patient has used water
from a private well prilled into bedrock for at
least 10 years.

USGS drill crew installing a ground-water monitoring
well for the significant aquifer study.

· Little Androscoggin Valley Modeling Study
In cooperation with the Maine Geological
Survey, Dan Morrissey, USGS Hydrologist, . has
completed a ground-water modeling study of the
Poland-Paris buried valley aquifer. This aquifer provides. the public ~water supply to several
towns and is used for waste disposal in municipal and industrial landfills.

Significant progress has been made since
the methodology was worked ou.t last year. Data
collection began in Jun~ 1982. To date, 52
patients have been interviewed and air anq water
samples have bee·n taken at their homes. However, since the goal is to have information on
400 persons by June 1984, plans are underway to
expand the study area to include hospitals in
Brunswick and Bangor. Interest in the project
has been shown in neighboring states, so there
is hope that the study may become a regional
effort.

The model indicates that present land use
practices are not likely to affect public water
supplies. The report will be available from
USGS in early 1983.
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Wetlands Mapping

Cartography and Publications Division
The Cartography and Publications Division
produces cartographic products ranging from
black-line diazo maps to four-color geologic
publications. The Division has acquired a
variety of new reprographic equipment to replace
outdated machines. A 48" x 60" Berkey platemaker allows cartographers to composite several
overlays for open-file maps or to do the exact
registry work necessary for full-color geologic
maps. The Division is perfecting a system for
producing pre-screened four-color map negatives.
This process will eliminate much printer error
and reduce publication costs. A nuArc process
camera is used to produce illustrations, photo
halftones, and other graphics used in map compilation and publication production.
To meet
the need for increased speed in the reproduction
of open-file maps, the Division purchased an
Oce' Industries neutral process whiteprinter.
The new machine eliminates previous ammonia
vapor problems and is twice as fast as the old
equipment.
Persons interested in the cartographic techniques or capabilites of the survey
should contact Robert Tucker at the Survey
office.

Michael Mullen, -MGS · Geology Technician, is
mapping inland fresh-water wetlands under a cooperative agreement with the Department of
·Environmental Protection (DEP).
This mapping,
·nandated by recent legislation, will identify
the location and type of wetlands greater than
10 acres in the organized townships of the
state. The maps are being compiled primarily
from a set of 1979-1981 aerial photographs purchased for the project. Confirmation of wetland
type and location is being made from u.s. Fish
and Wildlife Service and Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife surveys, as well
as soil surveys.
Maps at a scale of 1:50,000 will be submitted to DEP for distribution to municipalities in
1983. After the towns and cities have reviewed
the maps for accuracy, the Legislature may enact
laws to conserve wetlands.

Peat Hydrology
Data collection has been completed for the
cooperative MGS-USGS study of the Great ~eath and
the Denbo Heath located in southern Washington
County. This study was designed to establish a
baseline for hydrologic conditions at a large,
natural heath (Great Heath) and a smaller .peat
deposit undergoing extraction (Denbo Heath).
Nested piezometers, stream gages, and precipitation, temperature, and evaporation stations
have been used to document the geochemistry and
water movement in . the bogs. Compilation of basic
data is now being performed by William Nichols,
USGS Hydrologist. The project should be completed
in 1983.

Marine Geology Division Created
In early 1982, the State funded a position
in marine geology within the Maine Geological
survey. Following a national search, Dr. Joseph
T. Kelley was selected as the new Coastal Marine
Geologist and began work in August.

John Poisson, MGS Cartographer, operating the Berkey
platemaker.

or. Kelley, a native of Portland, received
his B.A. in Geology from Boston Univ.ersity in
1973, and his Ph.D. from Lehigh University in
1980. His research interests include the erosion, transportation, and accumulation of estuar- .
ine sediment. Prior to returning to Maine, he
was an associate professor of geology at the University of New Orleans.

New Publication
Geology of the Two Lights and Crescent Beach
State Parks Area, Cape Elizabeth, Maine, by
Arthur M. Hussey II.

Dr. Kelley has begun to familiarize himself
with the Maine coast and its problems. He is
involved in the creat~on of new regulations
regarding the development of sand dunes a ·n d has
provided technical advice to other state agencies on coastal affairs. Along with other memhbers of the MGS, Dr. Kelley is involved in the
· Crustal Warping Study in the Eastport area.
In
January 1983, he submitted a research proposal
to the National science Foundation to study
coastal erosion in ·Maine.

Price:

$3;25 plus 17 cents sales tax

This report is written in a semi-popular
style and describe~ the structural geology
of the Two Lights and Crescent Beach State
Parks area. Emphasis is placed on how the
geologic evidence .r elates to· structural
forces and the theory of continental drift.
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Maine Peat Resource Evaluation Program: 1980
Field Season, by Cornelia c. Cameron, Carolyn A.
Lepage, Walter A. Anderson, and Joel Davis.
Open-File No. 82-8.

Open-File System
During the summer· of.1982, the Cartography
and Publications Division cataloged and updated
the system of open-file information available
from the survey. "Open-file" information refers
to the results of preliminary geologic investigations that are made available to the public
outside the series of formal Maine Geological
survey publications. Open-file maps are reproduced on black-line diazo paper and the reports
are photocopied. Copies are available for a
nominal price which covers the cost of reproducing the information.

Price:

$8.85 plus 45 cents sales tax.

This 177 page report describes the results
of the 1980 summer field season, The report includes individual maps of 50 deposits with corresponding sections, results of
proximate and ultimate analyses, heating
values, and bulk densities of selected sam'ples.

A full listing of open-file reports and
maps is now available from the Survey upon
request. Many of the reports and maps included
in the new system were previously unavailable.
Each report or map is referenced by an open-file
number and new information will be added as it
becomes available.

Hydrogeology of Significant Sand and Gravel
Aquifers, Northern York and southern Cumberland
Counties, Maine, by Andrews L. Tolman, Dorothy
H. Tepper, Glenn c. Prescott, and Susan o.
Gammon, scale 1:125,000. Open-File No. 83-1.
Pric'e :

Open-file information is available on the
following subjects: bedrock geology, surficial
geology, .hydrogeology, coastal marine geology,
economic geology, neotectonics, and geophysics.
The listing includes 408 maps, 27 reports, and
33 reports with maps.

$5.00 plus 25 cents sales tax.

This series of four plates describes the
potential yield, depth to water, depth to
bedrock, regional geochemistry and the
effect of 38 potential contamination sites
on ground-water quality. Also included are
cross-sections derived from seismic soundings, logs of 32 borings and generalized
geologic sections.
Ground-Water Resour_ces of Surficial Aquifers:
Compiled by A. L. Toiman and E. M. Lanctot,
scale 1:50,000.
Open-File No.
82-22
82-23
82-24
82-25
82-26

New Open-File Information

Price per map:
tax.

Index Map Series, scale 1:1,000,000.
Price:

Map
Map
Map
Map
Map

Free of charge

u

#2
#3
#4
#12

(Refer to map index
on open-file list
for map location)

$1. 25 plus

..,

cents sales

These maps show the probable yield of sand and
gravel deposits, generali'z ed ground-water flow
directions, primary recharge areas and location
and direction of known ground-water contamination. A brief summary of each contamination
site investigated is included. The maps are a
companion publication to "Hydrogeology of
Significant Sand and Gravel Aquifers, Northern
York and Southern Cumberland Counties, Maine".

Surficial Geologic Maps - This index was
updated in April 1982 to include twelve
new or revised surficial maps produced in
1982 in Washington, Aroostook and Penobscot
Counties.
Bedrock Geologic Maps - This index was
updated in October 1982 to include 29 new
or previously unavailable maps and 23
previously unavailable reports.

Peat Resource Evaluation Maps,
compiled by
Carolyn A. Lepage and Michael K. Mullen.
Scale:
state map - 1:500,000, county maps - 1:250,000.

Coastal Marine Geologic Environments Maps This index was republished in January 1983.
The updated index describes and locates the
reformatted coastal marine maps described
below.

Open-File No.
82-14
82-15
82-16
82-17
82-18
82-19
82'-20

· Coastal Marine Geologic Environments Maps, scale
1:24,000, by Barry s. Timson.
Price per map: $1.25 plus 7 cents sales
tax. Index map ~vailable free of charge.

State of Maine
Aroostook County
Hancock County
Penobscot County
Piscataquis County
Somerset County
Washington County

Price per map:
t.ax.

This series of coastal maps, originally
done in 1976, has been entirely reformatted. An expanded legend describing each
geologic unit in detail and a topographic
base have been added to each map. The maps
describe the geologic nature of supratidal,
intertidal, and shallow subtidal areas
along the Maine coast.

$1.25 plus 7 cents sales

These maps locate the peat deposits surveyed by the Maine Peat Resource Evaluation
Program through the 1981 field season.
Information is also tabulated for the
surface area and estimated resources of
each deposit.
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1983: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Activities of the Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
March 1984

Maine Geological Survey
Walter A. Anderson - State Geologist

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Richard B. Anderson - Commissioner

Program Summary
To provide news of interest concerning
Maine Geological Survey activities in 1983, we
are pleased to distribute the third annual "Year
in Review". Limited quantities of the summary
are available free of charge. Persons
interested in obtaining extra copies should
contact the survey office.

An Interview with Walter Anderson
1.

Walter, perhaps you could begin with a brief
summary of the responsibilities and goals of
the Maine Geological Survey (MGS).

State Geologist Walter Anderson discusses a rock sample
from the MGS mineral collection.

4.

The principal goal of the Maine Geological
Survey is to conduct a swift and systematic
evaluation of the physical resources of the
State of Maine and to develop an
understanding of the processes involved in
their geologic evol.ution. The MGS's
principal responsibilities within the
context of this goal are to:
(1) promptly
produce professional geologic maps, reports ,
and data in a form useful to a variety of
users and (2) furnish technical advice and
service, consistent with MGS resources, to
the public and private sectors.

Much of the work is carried out under the
management of MGS personnel by professional
principal investigators hired on a seasonal
basis, who have the credentials, knowledge,
and experience in Maine and Northern
Appalachian geology . MGS personnel are also
involved in independent work on these
in ~ estigations.
In addition, we have an
ac t ive cooperative program with the U.S.
Geological Survey.
5.

2.

What are some of the major geological issues
in the State of Maine?
The MGS has recently assisted in developing
policy on the following geologically-related
issues:
(1) ground water occurrence and
contamination; (2) surface water allocation
and management, including hydropower; (3)
wetlands preservation ; (4) peat utilization
and preservation; (5) radioactive and
hazardous waste disposal; (6) mineral
exploration and taxation; (7) coastal
erosion and development; (8) tidal power;
(9) coastal subsidence; and (10) earthquakes
and landslides.

3.

How is the MGS dealing with these issues?
A rapidly developing data base coupled with
an experienced and professional staff has
enabled the MGS to address and respond to
many of the issues before the State. In
addition, our policy of encouraging and
developing inter-agency cooperatives and
utilizing multidisciplinary expertise in the
university system has greatly enhanced our
capability to respond to the issues before
us.

Who carries out the investigations for these
programs?

What is the end result of all these investigations?
Any amount of geologic research and data
acquisition by the MGS is meaningless
without the capability of producing a
useful, professional product in a timely
manner. The MGS Cartography and
Publications Division has expanded its
equipment and cap ~b ilities to increase the
speed of preparation , publication, and
dissemination of geologic maps,
publications, and open-file information to a
variety of public and private users at low
cost.
The MGS has also organized a resource center
which houses a cross-indexed library of
available published and unpublished geologic
and physical resource information for Maine .
The center also provides a work area to
encourage independent research, thereby
minimizing demands on MGS staff.
In
addition, the Cartography and Publications
Division has cataloged and organized
complete state-wide topographic map, base
map, and air photo files with space and work
facilities which allow individual work by
outside researchers.

6.

Who uses this information and for what
purposes?

Survey Personnel
ADMINISTRATION, MINERAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

A documented survey reveals that, in 1982,
the MGS responded to over 3 , 000 individ ual
requests. This number substantially
increased in 1983. Our records show that
requests for geotechnical assistance and
information from environmental consultants;
mi n ing and engineering firms; federal ,
state , and municipal agencies; legislators;
the media; regional and loc a l pl a nners; and
educators have exponentially increased over
the past several years. This has placed
considerable strain on meeting our cor e
program and contractual obligations , but has
also prov ided opportunities to demonstrate
the applications of geology to a great
variety of State and community problems .
7.

Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
Carole F. Ricker, Administrative Assistant
Carol yn A. Lepage , Geo logist
Catherine A. Stultz, Secretary
Donna L. Davis, Clerk Typist
BEDROCK AND SURFICIAL GEOLOGY DIVISION
Woodrow B. Thompso n, Physical Geo logist
Marc c. Lo i selle, Senior Geologist
HYDROGEOLOGY DI VISION
Andrews L . Tolman, Hydrogeologist
E. Melanie Lanctot, Wa te r Resource Analyst
Cheryl w. Fontaine, Geology Techni ci an

What are your future plans for the Sur v ey?
MARINE GEOLOGY DIV ISION
The MGS will continue to maintain the basic
geologic mapping program coupled with
topical priorities on:
(1) evaluating
resources, emphasizing minerals , water, and
marine processes; (2) dev eloping a
computerized geologic data base accessible
to public and private interests; and
(3) studying geologic hazards, including
crustal studies, earthquakes, and
landslides.

Joseph T . Kelley, Coastal Marine Geologist
CARTOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISION
Robert D. Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping
Bennett J . Wilson, Jr., Cartographer
Robert A. Johnston , Cartographer
John B. Poisson, Cartographer

The problem of reduced funding sources
within federal and state agencies has made
the achievement of our future plans more
difficult. We will continue to seek funding
opportunities b y developing proposals
consistent with our legislative mandate. We
remain optimistic that our track record and
emphasis on prompt, quality professional
work and product within the context of our
inter-agency cooperatives and multidisciplinary participation will continue to
attract and appeal ~o potential funding
sources.

Left photo: Front (1. tor.) Cheryl Fontaine, Cathy Stultz,
Bob Johnston , Carolyn Lepage. Back (1. tor.) Joe Kelley,
Bob Tucker, Andy Tolman. Right photo: Front (1 . to r .)
Donna Davis, John Poisson, Woody Thompson, Ben Wilson. Back
(1. tor . ) Marc Loiselle, Me l anie Lanctot, Walter Anderson.

State Geologist Visits Scandinavia
There are many similarities in the geologic
framework of Maine and northwestern Europe, as
well as in the environmental issues facing these
areas. To investigate these similarities and
discuss solutions to common problems, State
Geologist Walter Anderson spent seven weeks in
Scandinavia at the invitation of the Norwegian
Geological survey during the summer of 1983.
Issues of common interest included radioactiv e
waste disposal, mineral e xploration, peat , acid
rain, earthquakes, radon in ground water, and
bedrock aquifers .

Geologic Conferences
Sev e ra l major geologic conferences were
held in Maine during 1983 .
In March, the MGS
and USGS spon sored a conference on Gro und-Water
Inv estigations and Poli cy in Maine . The
confe rence brought together members of the
state , federal, an d private sectors to repor t on
and discuss their investigations i nto Maine's
g r ound water. The ann ual Friends of the
Pleistocene field confe rence took place in May
in the Augusta area with Woody Thompson and
Geoff Smith as hosts and much assistance fro m
the MGS staff . The guidebook from this meeting
will be reprinted as an MGS bulletin.
In
October , Dee Ca ld wel l and Lindley Hanson hos ted
the New Engl and Intercollegiate Geological
Conference (NE IGC) in Greenville. Many of the
NEIGC field trips to the Mt. Katahdin regi on a n d
other parts of no rthern Mai ne were led by MGS
principal inves tigator s .

In Norway, Anderson discussed acid rain,
techniques of geologic mapping, and the
computerization of geologic data bases . While
in Sweden, he visited the high-level nuclear
waste research facility in Stripa. This
facility is in a granite similar to granitic
bodies in the eastern u.s. presently being
investigated as potential radioactive waste
storage sites . In Finland, Anderson observed
reclamation projects on peatlands that have been
developed, and visited sev eral peat mining
operations. The information gathered has helped
the MGS evaluate its own Peat Resource
Evaluation Program.
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Be drock Geologic M a ppin g
Having completed much of the field and
compilation work for the new State maps, the
Bedrock and Surficial Geology Division continued
the basic mapping program during the 1983 field
season .
Bedrock quadrangle mapping was carried
out in northern Maine by Gary Boone , Brad Hall,
Bob Marvinney , Steve Pollock, and Dave Roy. Art
Husse y updated the Portland and Bath 1:250,000
maps , while Don Newb erg and Phil Osberg worked
i n the mid - coast reg i on. Dick Gilman compiled a
new bed r ock map of Acadia National Park , and his
report wi l l be combined with a write-up of the
surficial geology of Mt. Desert Island by Hal
Borns and Tom Lo well. Work continued on several
quadrangles in eastern Maine by Ollie Gates, Al
Ludman , and Dave Westerman .
In addition to the projects listed above,
several topical bedrock studies were carried out
for the MGS in 1983 .
Ed Decker investigated
radioactivity levels and geothermal heat
gradients in boreholes . Lillian Morisi and Ruth
Simmons worked on structural and stratigraphic
problems in conjunction with their graduate
thesis research.

Dr. Dan Belknap and MGS field personnel core a salt
marsh in Addison.

Crustal Warping Study
Although the New England Seismotectonic
Study administered by the Weston Geophysical
Observatory ended in 1983, the MGS, under
contract to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC), continued a study of crustal warping with
emphasis on coastal Maine. This study is likely
to continue through 1985.

Surfici a l Geolog ic Mapping
Surficial geologic mapping also continued
in various parts of Maine. Kris Crossen, Eric
Halter , and Tom Lowell worked in the northern
part of the state, and Geoff Smith began
detailed mapping of the Kennebunk 15-minute
Quadrangle . Woody Thompson continued to map in
southern Ox ford County, with emphasis on
defining sand and gravel deposits for the
Significant Aquifers Project . Bill Holland also
worked in southwestern Maine, mapping sand and
gravel a q uifers and other surficial materials in
the Kezar Falls area . Sarah Miller did a thesis
study of the surf icial geology in the northern
part of the Cherryfield Quadrangle and vicinity
in eastern Maine.

The NRC is interested in the neotectonics
and seismicity of Maine principally from the
standpoint of assessing the safety of nuclear
power plants.
However, the data gathered by the
MGS is important in siting other types of
structures, such as tidal power stations, that
may be sensitive to earthquakes or rapid
sea-level change.
In addition, the crustal
subsidence documented by the study team appears
to be at least partly responsible for the rapid
shoreline erosion affecting portions of the
Maine coast .
The NRC project work for 1983-84 is divided
into five tasks.
Joe Kelley, along with Dan
Belknap and Craig Shipp, have begun a search for
recent faults in marine sediments . Surveys of
Casco Bay, Machias Bay, Sheepscot Bay, and part
of Penobscot Bay with a 3.5 kHz seismic
reflection profiler have revealed several modern
slumps and possible faults in close association
with mapped bedrock faults.
These will be
re-examined and cored in 1984, and surveys of
Saco Bay, Merrymeeting Bay, Oak Bay, and
Cobscook Bay begun.
Along similar lines, Don
Koons has initiated a statewide search for
postglacially faulted outcrops on land.
Since seismicity has been associated with
subsidence and sea level rise in Maine, three
tasks are examining this using different time
frames.
Dave Smith of UMO will complete his
documentation of historical earthquakes and
their intensities in central and southern Maine
by 1985.
Dave Sanger has continued to examine
coastal archaeological sites as indicators of
sea-level rise in central Maine, and will be
looking at southern Maine during the summer of
1984.
Finally, Hal Borns, Joe Kelley, Dan
Belknap, and Craig Shipp are constructing
sea-level rise curves for northern, central, and
southern Maine.

Aftermath of a l andslide in Gorha m which oc c urred
on September 28 , 19 83.
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Deep Crustal Reflection Profile
The first year of field activities for the
Quebec-Western Maine Seismic Reflection Profile
funded by the USGS was completed in the fall of
1983. A total of 130 miles of line was run, at
times under extremely difficult field
conditions. Sections of the profile that have
been completed, and lines to be shot in 1984,
are shown on the accompanying map.
While the data reduction is presently
incomplete and the results tentative , a number
of prominent reflectors have been identified at
intermediate and deeper depths. Along the
northern line segment (Profile 1) these
reflectors dip to the southeast and will
probably correlate quite well with reflectors
observed in the deep crustal profile shot
several years ago in Quebec.
Profile 3A also shows several sets of
reflectors at intermediate depth, but no attempt
has yet been made to correlate these with
surface geology. The same is true of the
southernmost line in coastal Maine (Profile 3B).

A line of thumper" trucks creating seismic waves for
the deep crustal reflection profile.
11

Earthquake Monitoring

In addition to the reflection profile, the
USGS has announced plans for a major seismic
refraction project in support of the reflection
profile work. Deep refraction lines are planned
both parallel to and across the reflection
profile line (see map). As it did for the
reflection profile, the MGS will act as a
contact point for USGS personnel and State and
local agencies, and will supervise the drilling
operations at the shot points next summer.

Earthquake activity in Maine is constantly
monitored by eleven seismic stations located
throughout the state. These stations are
maintained by Boston College's Weston
Geophysical Observatory as part of the
Northeastern u.s. Seismic Network. When an
earthquake is felt, the instrumental data is
supplemented by intensity information gathered
by the Maine Geological Survey in cooperation
with the Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness.
During 1983, over 30 earthquakes, 5 of
which were of sufficient magnitude to be felt,
occurred in Maine. The largest earthquake
occurred on May 29 near Dixfield and measured
4.4 in magnitude. This earthquake was the
largest recorded in Maine since t h e seismic
network was installed in 1975. The maximum
intensity reported was v. To record aftershock
activity, an array of six portable seismographs
was installed in the epicentral area. During
the four weeks the array was in place, five
small aftershocks were recorded.
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The magnitude and location of earthquakes
that have occurred in Maine between October 1975
and December 1983 are shown on the MGS open-file
map entitled "Earthquakes in Maine" (Open-File
No. 84-3, $1.25 plus 7 cents tax per copy ) .

Mining on State-Owned Lands
The Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau
of Public Lands have administrative jurisdiction
over exploration and mineral development on
lands owned or held in trust by the State that
are open for mineral exploration. The Survey
issues prospector's permits, records claims and,
with the consent of the Director of the Bureau
of Public Lands, issues permits to mine.
In
1983, 182 claims, 21 prospector's permits, 1
mining lease, and 1 license to mine on State
lands were active.

Refraction Profile

Approximate locations of reflection and ref raction
profiles in Maine and Quebec. The Quebec line was shot
several years ago; lines l,2,3A, and 3B were shot in
Fall 1983; lines 4A and 4B are planned for summer 1984.
The refraction lines are planned for Fall 1984 .
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Hazardous Waste I Radioactive Waste

Wetlands Mapping

In addition to evaluating ground water
contamination associated with landfills as part
of the County Ground-Water Contamination Study,
the MGS also provides technical support and
reviews activities and programs in other waste
disposal areas.

The MGS completed wetlands mapping and
classification for the organized townships in
1983. Preparation of the maps was partially
funded by a legislative appropriation to the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) to
determine the feasibility of conserving these
resources.
The mapping was based on the
interpretation of recent air photos with a check
against existing inventories and soils mapping.
These draft maps and keys have been submitted to
municipalities for review. Following this
review, the maps are to be submitted to the
Legislature by DEP. After final revisions, the
wetlands maps will be available for purchase
from the MGS.

As State Geologist, Walter Anderson is a
statutory member of the State's Low-Level
Radioactive Waste Siting Commission. Over the
past two and one-half years, the MGS has
conducted two preliminary screening studies in
order to determine whether suitable localities
for a low-level waste disposal facility are
present in the State. The results of these
studies will be used by legislators when they
consider the options available to the State for
resolving the low-level waste issue.
In the area of high-level radioactive
waste, the MGS continued in its review and
oversight of Department of Energy (DOE)
activities as they affect the State. The DOE is
still in the regional characterization phase of
its screening studies, and MGS activities
focused on the review of the draft regional
characterization report for the Northeast Region
and reviewing DOE's plans for screening from the
region to the area phase.
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VENTILATI ON

Poss ible sources of a irborne radon in houses .

Radon and Cancer Study
The radon study has progressed
significantly since data collection began one
and a half years ago.
The study is a
cooperative effor~ involving the MGS, the Maine
Medical Center, the University of Maine at
Orono, and the Department of Human Services.
Its purpose is to determine if radon in the air
and water of the domestic environment
significantly increases the risk of cancer.

Peat Resource Evaluation Program
In 1983, the MGS completed the final field
season of the Maine Peat Resource Evaluation
Program. The program, which began in 1979, was
funded by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
through the Maine Office of Energy Resources.
Its purpose was to determine the location and
amount of fuel-grade peat in Maine. The
program's principal investigator is Dr. Cornelia
Cameron, peat commodity specialist with the U.S.
Geological Survey.

To date, appro x imately 300 patients (lung
cancer, other cancer, and non-cancer) have
entered the study, 162 air radon tests have been
analyzed, and 229 water samples have been taken.
The computer file which will hold the data has
been created and the data are now being encoded .
Thus far, 16 . 8% of the patients in the study
have more than 10,000 pCi/l of radon in their
well water (the proposed state standard), and
16.0% have over 3 pCi/l of radon in the air in
their homes . High air or water values have been
found in 22.7% of the homes tested.
Preliminary
evaluations of the raw data are not inconsistent
with a relationship between elevated radon
levels and cancer.

During the 1983 field season, 21 peat
deposits in southern Penobscot County were
surveyed. Since 1979, over 230 deposits
throughout the state have been evaluated. The
results of the program, including maps of
individual deposits and laboratory analyses,
will be published by mid-1984 in 5 atlases
covering the following areas: Aroostook County,
Washington County, Penobscot County, Piscataquis
and Somerset Counties, and Southern and Western
Maine. The MGS will also be publishing the
results of several other research projects
funded by the DOE grant. These investigations
include studies of the peat accumulation rates,
geochemical properties, hydrogeologic
characteristics, and surface vegetation of
selected peat deposits.

Because of recent reports of high radon
levels in New Hampshire and because of the
renewed interest of the Federal Government in
the health effects of radon, a conference is
being held in March 1984 for geologists,
physicians, and public health officials from
Vermont and New Hampshire to determine the
feasibility of expanding the project into these
states.
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Significant Aquifers Study

Water Flow Management

The MGS completed the third year of the
Significant Aquifers Project in 1983. The area
mapped covered the area between Sebago Lake and
Newry and between Buckfield and New Hampshire.
The study defines the aquifers in three
dimensions, using seismic profiles and drilling
as well as mapping.
It also assesses both
regional geochemistry and impact of selected
was te disposal sites on aquifer water quality.

As a result of flooding on the Kennebec
River in the spring of 1983, Governor Joseph
Brennan directed the Department of Conservation
to form a committee to review the management of
Maine's rivers for flood control and general
flow regulation. The review was conducted in
cooperation with the river basin managers for
the Androscoggin, Kennebec, and Penobscot
basins.

The reports from the 1982 field season are
in review and will be available in 1984. They
cover the area from Portland to Farmington and
from Augusta to Buckfield, located east of the
1983 study area. This summer's mapping will
include the Waterville and Boothbay areas .

The major recommendations of the committee
were that better hydrologic data collection and
improved flood warning/floodplain management
were needed.
Improvements in the precipitation
monitoring and stream gaging networks are also
needed. Additionally, more technical assistance
is needed for municipalities within the floodplain. The report designated the MGS as the key
agency for the coordination of these programs,
and recommends a new position within the
Hydrogeology Division to implement these program
improvements.

DOC Commissioner Richard Anderson (chairman of the Flow
Management Committee), at left, practices flow management
at the Eastern Outlet Dam at Moosehead Lake.
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USGS Cooperative Program
Most of the MGS Hydrology/Hydrogeology
programs are conducted on a cooperative basis
w·ith the u.s. Geological Survey (USGS). They
include the State's basic surface-water data
collection network, Significant Aquifers
program, and hydrogeologic modeling studies.
The USGS was also involved in the Flow
Management Study.
In addition, both the surface
water and ground water networks have recently
been reviewed. The number of stream gaging
stations was reduced by one-third, removing
stations which no longer served a useful
predictive function. Ground-water monitoring
wells will be reduced by one-half , primarily
because of the marginal record produced by some
of the wells. New stream gages and monitor
wells will be added to the network to fulfill
specific functions, such as flood forecasting
and drought assessment.

Study area loc ations of the Significant Aquifers Project.

County Ground-Water Contamination Study
As an off shoot of the Significant Aquifers
Project, a series of studies of ground-water
contamination sites has been made. The results
are now being compiled and will be published
jointly by the MGS and DEP. Each county report
will contain a map showing sand and gravel
aquifers, ground-water flow directions, and
recharge areas, as well as reports of
investigations at suspected contamination sites.
The reports are intended to provide a basis for
decisions concerning aquifer development and
preservation. Reports for York, Cumberland,
Androscoggin, Franklin, and Kennebec Counties
wil l be prepared in 1984.

An int erstate hydrogeologic modeling
project began in 1983 . The Saco River Valley
Aquifer, which is shared by Maine and New
Hampshire, is being studied and its potential
and quality will be assessed in detail.
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Ground-Water Pol icy Com mittee

Coastal Maps Digit ized

At the request of Commissioners Anderson
( DOC) and Warren (DEP) , Andy Tolman has been
chairing an interagency ad-hoc ground water
committee. The committee, formed at the request
o f t h e Maine Audubon Society, drafted a bill to
update Maine ' s ground-water ownership law. This
bill will be introduced by the Governor during
the ne x t legislati v e session. The committee was
a lso instr umental in preparing other aspects of
g r ou nd -water policy to be reviewed by the Land
and Water Resources Council (LWRC) .

As a pilot project, the Marine Geology
Division digitized a limited number of the
Coastal Marine Geologic Environments Maps. The
maps chosen for the project were randomly
distributed along the coast. Statistical
analysis of these data using oceanographic,
geographic, and geologic parameters indicates
the great diversity of Maine's coastal settings
may be reduced to several idealized "end
members". These include marshes, mudflats, and
cliffed coastal cross sections. The geographic
distribution of these settings suggests that
rock structure and upland surficial geology
control coastal environmental diversity, as well
as local rates of sediment deposition and
erosion. This study can be used to select
representative sites for detailed environmental
and geo l ogic studies.

Based on the committee's work, Governor
Bre nnan directed the LWRC to coordinate a review
of the s tate ' s ground - water policy. The review
wi l l c oncentrate on the organization of the
agencies dealing with ground water and the
qua n tification of the risks associated with
grou nd-wate r p roblems . The MGS is participating
in this review , which should be complete by July
1984 .

Marine Geology Expla ined
During 1983, Joe Kelley conducted a public
education program on the threat from coastal
geologic change and the effect Maine ' s laws have
on the coast. He spoke at public hearings in
Wells , Old Orchard Beach , and Portland, taught
courses at the Uni ve rsity of Maine in Orono, and
g ave lectures on coastal geology at the
University of Southern Maine , Colby College, and
the University of Maine in Farm i ngton.
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Kelley also provided technical assistance
and information to several other state agencies.
In this capacity, he testified on many occasions
before the Board of Environmental Protection
regarding residential development on sand dunes
and salt marshes.
In addition, he provided
technical reviews of Coastal Zone Management
proposals and other assistance to the s~ate
Planning Office .
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Fiscal Year
Sales of MGS publications, FY 75 - FY 83.

Sales of Publications
The advent of the new open-file system of
geologic information in early 1983 enabled the
MGS to distribut~ a much larger volume of
geologic information to the public. Total
distribution figures for 1983 showed an 80%
increase in the number of open-file reports sold
compared with 1982 totals . Total sales for all
publications also increased as shown in the
above graph.

Recent c oast a l erosion and destruction of coastal
property at Hunnewell Beach .
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New State Geologic Maps

New Open-File Information

After nearly three years of compilation and
editing, the MGS has sent the new 1:500,000
scale geologic maps of the state to press. The
Williams & Heintz Map Corporation of Capitol
Heights, Maryland will be printing the maps.

Glacial-Marine Deltas and Late PleistoceneHolocene Crustal Movements in Southern Maine, by
Woodrow B. Thompson, Kristine J. Crossen, Harold
w. Borns, Jr., and Bjorn G. Andersen. (18 p.
report and map, scale 1:500,000)
Open-File No. 83-3.
Price: $2.75 plus 14 cents sales tax.
Bedrock Geology of the Lewiston 15-Minute Quadrangle, by Arthur M. Hussey II. (12 p. report
and 2 maps, scale 1:62,500)
Open-File No. 83-4.
Price: $4.00 plus 20 cents sales tax.

BEDROCK GEOLOGIC MAP
The design of the bedrock geologic map is a
departure from traditional geologic maps. On
the new map, colors will indicate geologic age,
while an overprint of gray patterns will show
the protolith of each formation.
This design
allows the map user to obtain more information
directly from the map without frequent reference
to a complex explanation. Igneous rocks will be
shown in the same age colors as stratified rocks
but will not have the gray overprint. The
bedrock map also includes inset maps showing
tectonic features and metamorphic regions,
interpretive cross sections, a stratigraphic
correlation chart, a list of formations, and a
list of sources of geologic information.

Gravity Survey of the Northern Penobscot Valley
Area, Maine, by Peter M. Messier. (26 p. report
and 2 maps, scale 1:62,500) Open-File No. 83-5.
Price: $4.50 plus 23 cents sales tax.
Analysis of Structural Features in Southern
Piscataquis County, Maine, by Donald w. Newberg.
(17 p. report) Open-File No. 83-6.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales tax.
Structural Analysis of the Guilford, DoverFoxcroft, and Boyd Lake 15-Minute Quaarapgles,
South-Central Maine, by David s. Westerman. (23
p. report) Open-File No. 83-7.
Price: $2.00 plus 10 cents sales tax.

The bedrock map is now available as a
black-and-white open-file map (Open-File
No. 84-1) for $2.50 (plus 13 cents sales tax in
Maine).
The open-file version includes most of
the information that will be shown on the final
colored version.

Evidence for Late-Holocene Sea-Level Rise in New
England: A Summary of Available Data Derived
from Salt Marshes and Other Organic Materials,
by R. Scott Anderson and Harold w. Borns, Jr.
(15 p. report) Open File No. 83-8.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales tax.
Preliminary Report on Sea-Level Rise in the
Damariscotta Estuary, Central Maine Coast, by
David Sanger and Davida E. Kellogg. (8 p.
report) Open-File No. 83-9.
Price: $1.00 plus 5 cents sales tax.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGIC MAP
The new surficial map is the first statewide surficial map at a scale of 1:500,000 since
the map prepared by E. ~. Perkins in 1934. In
addition to geologic units, the map shows the
inland marine limit, areas of thin glacial
drift, moraines, striations, drumlins, eskers,
radiocarbon-dated sites, and sites of special
interest.

Historical Dating of Salt Marsh Dikes in Coastal
Maine/Historically Recorded Earthquakes in
Eastern Maine, by David c. Smith and Anne E.
Bridges. (12 p. report) Open-Fil e No. 83-10.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sal es tax.
Peat Resource Evaluation Maps, compiled by
Carolyn A. Lepage. Scale 1:250,000 .
Open-File No.
83-13 Androscoggin, Cumberland, and
York Counties.
83-14 Franklin and Oxford Counties.
83-15 Kennebec, Knox, Lincoln,
Sagadahoc, and Waldo Counties.
Price: $1.25 each plus 7 cents sales tax.

A series of block diagrams shows the
sequence of glacial recession and deposition of
surficial materials in southern Maine, and an
inset shows the inferred extent of ice cover at
successive 1,000-year intervals during
deglaciation. Also included are a correlation
chart and lists of sources of geologic
information, radiocarbon-dated sites, and sites
of special interest. The sites of special
interest include locations of important
stratigraphic sections of Pleistocene deposits,
and places where good examples of certain
glacial features can be seen.

Bedrock Geologic Map of Maine, edited by Philip
H. Osberg, Arthur M. Hussey II, and Gary M.
Boone. (13 p. report and map, scale 1:500,000).
Open-File No. 84-1.
Price: $2.50 plus 13 cents sales tax.

The surficial map is now available as a
black-and-white open-file map (Open-File
No. 84-2) for $2.50 (plus 13 cents tax in
Maine). For clarity, the open-file version is
available as a two-sheet set.
Sheet 1 includes
a map showing geologic units and the inland
marine limit, the explanation, inset maps and
diagrams, and sources of geologic information.
Sheet 2 includes a map showing geologic symbols,
and the lists of radiocarbon-dated sites and
sites of special interest.
On the colored
version, all the information will be included on
one sheet.

Surficial Geologic Map of Maine, edited by
Woodrow B. Thompson and Harold w. Borns, Jr. (2
maps, scale 1:500,000). Open-File No. 84-2.
Price: $2.50 plus 13 cents sales tax.
Earthquakes in Maine-, October 1975 - December
1983, compiled by Carolyn A. Lepage and Robert
A. Johnston. (map-scale 1: 500, 000) . Open-File
No. 84-3.
Price: $1.25 plus 7 cents sales tax.
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Program Summary
We are pleased to distribute the fourth
annual "Year in Review" to provide news of
interest concerning Maine Geological Survey
activities in 1984. Limited quantities of the
summary are available free of charge.
Persons
interested in obtaining extra copies should
contact the Survey office .

The Role of Natural Resources Data
in Water Resources Policy
During the last several years, the Maine
Geological Survey (MGS) has collected and
published increasing amounts of natural resource
information in support of the formation and
implementation of State policy.
This trend
began in the late 1970's when planners and
regulatory agencies realized that they needed a
greater knowledge of natural systems to
effectively manage Maine's resources.
The increased need for ground water
information caused the existing MGS surf icial
geologic mapping program to be redirected and
accelerated.
New mapping focused on showing
areas favorable for ground water development.
This new mapping, the Sand and Gravel Aquifer
Map series, was completed in 1981, and the maps
have since been referenced in several laws and
regulations concerning development and waste
disposal. The maps are a basic planning tool
for decisions concerning both water supply and
land use. However, because they were prepared
on a limited budg~t in a short period of time,
aquifer boundaries are approximate.

Hydrogeologist Andy Tolman prepares to sample a
monitor well for the Significant Aquifers Project.

town-by-town compilation of water use and
forecasts.
Over the last several years t he MGS
has also developed plans for a "Maine Water Use
Data System" in cooperation with the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), but funding has not
been secured for this computer-based system.

To improve the existing sand and gravel
aquifer maps, assess contamination sites, and
monito r regiona l ground-water quality, the
Legislature mandated the Significant Aquifer
Study in 1983.
Its goal is to provide more
detailed information on sand and gravel aquifers
to improve our ability to manage these
resources.
The contamination site
investigations, for instance, help guide the
Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) in
setting enforcement priorities.

A number of State programs generate data on
the quality of Maine's ground water.
However,
this valuable information is spread out among
various agencies and is essentially nonretrievable.
Access to this data could answer
questions such as "Is ground-water quality near
my home getting better or worse?" or "Are there
areas of contamination moving toward public
water supplies?".
The need for answers to
questions like these has led to work on
strategies for organizing ground-water data
storage and retrieval efforts.

Information concerning how much water is
being used , who's using it, what it 's being used
for, and where it's coming from is also useful
for policy formation.
The MGS and the State
Planning Office (SPO) conducted a survey in 1978
of water supplies and uses in coastal
communities.
The final report, "Maine Coastal
Area Water Supply and Demand", remains the best

The formation of a state-wide natural
resources information system would reduce
duplication of effort, provide better resource
management and development data, and allow
response to problems before they reach critical
proportions.
Several projects are now underway
in the State whic h could be incorporated in such
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a system. The MGS is working on a pilot project
with USGS funding to digitize five separate
wetland inventories and construct a crossreferenced data base. We are also working with
the State Drinking Water Program of the
Department of Human Services as they develop a
computerized laboratory reporting system for
private water analyses. In addition, the "Maine
Water Well Information Act" now pending before
the Legislature will provide for the
registration of well drillers and acquisition of
well data by the MGS. We hope that these data,
as well as data collected by other state and
federal agencies will be accessible in a
statewide information system.

Ground-Water Policy Review
In December 1983, Governor Brennan directed
the Land and Water Resources Council to "review
State ground-water management and protection
activities".
The Council formed a Ground-Water
Policy Review Committee.
Deputy Commissioner
Annee Tara was the Department of Conservation
(DOC) representative, and Andy Tolman, MGS
Hydrogeologist, was a staff member. The
Committee analysed existing State and federal
programs and regulations, focusing both on
program adequacy and coordination among
programs.
The first priority of the Committee's
report is to accelerate and expand the MGS
ground-water resource assessment program to
include bedrock aquifers.
Additional MGS staff
and funding are recommended as part of this
effort. The Committee also recommended that a
position be established at SPO to staff a
standing committee on Ground-Water Coordination.
one of the tasks of this new committee will be
to help coordinate State programs dealing with
ground water and the development of a groundwater database.

Other areas where policy development is
hindered by limited data include flow management
and bedrock aquifer evaluation. Our proposed
programs concerning these issues are discussed
elsewhere in this review.
In flow management,
we have been unable to answer several questions
concerning the operation of existing dams and
reservoirs and their effect on flood control.
We are presently working with USGS and the Army
Corps of Engineers to develop the information to
model flood events on the Kennebec River.
Bedrock aquifers represent a ground-water
resource which has already been contaminated in
certain areas by man's activities. Currently,
these areas are found through landowner's
complaints, often of gasoline or road salt in
domestic water supplies. From these complaints,
it appears that the most sensitive areas of
these systems may be where thin till over
fractured rock provides direct recharge to the
system. We have not delineated these recharge
areas, and they currently receive no special
protection. In addition, more industrial,
municipal, and agricultural interest in
high-yield bedrock wells has led to concern
about the effect of future large withdrawals on
current ground-water users. These systems are
not understood well enough, nor have their
locations been identified adequately, to answer
these questions.

Other recommendations propose that salt
storage be more tightly regulated and that a
mechanism for resolving water-use conflicts
through the courts be adopted by the
Legislature. Additional recommendations include
assessments of the effect of agricultural
practices on ground water and toxicological work
to determine what contaminants are most likely
to cause health problems.

Flow Management
In the wake of two successive years of spring
floods on the Kennebec, the Flow Management
Committee, chaired by Conservation Commissioner
Richard B. Anderson, has recommended that the
MGS be designated the agency responsible for
coordination of hydrologic information on
Maine's rivers. Maine's river managers and the
electric and paper companies are also an
integral part of this process. The dam
operators and managers hold much of the
information needed for effective flood warning
and abatement, and their cooperation has been
invaluable.

The formation of effective natural resource
policy requires both a knowledge of the geologic
framework of the State and of the hydrologic
processes operating within that framework.
By
building upon continuing MGS basic geologic
mapping programs, we are able to provide input
essential to policy formation and
implementation.

Several state and federal agencies have
important roles in this effort. The National
Weather Service collects meteorological data and
provides estimates of flood stages. The USGS
collects and analyzes stream discharge data.
The Maine Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness
provides coordination for flood warnings and
evacuation. The State Planning Office
administers the Federal Flood Insurance/Mapping
Program, which provides locations of hazard
areas and incentives to regulate floodplain
development.
In addition to emergency response and flood
warning, the Committee recommended further
incentives to discourage development in flood
plains.
Improved flood warning and response,
coupled with redirection of development, can
save the state millions of dollars in damages in
years to come.

Rising floodwaters from the Kennebec River inundate a
shopping plaza in Gardiner in late spring 1984.
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Significant Aquifers Study
After much planning and coordination, the
aquifer evaluation program is moving into
Washington and Hancock Counties this coming
summer.
In addition to our usual cooperators,
the USGS and DEP, we will work with the
Washington and Hancock County Regional Planning
Commissions (RPC's) and the Washington County
Resource Conservation and Development District.
These agencies are included for two
reasons:
first, because they can offer us local
logistical support in our field work and'
secondly, to help increase the local knowledge
and use of our maps and reports.
This past
year, we worked with the Northern and southern
Kennebec valley RPC's on a trial basis with good
results .
The addition of these local agencies and
some new federal funding through DEP to the
RPC's will enable us to cover a large area (see
map) this year.
This area contains the highest
concentration of unevaluated sand and gravel
aquifers in the State and will present a major
challenge. , We wi ll be evaluating land use
impacts on ground-water quality, as we ll as
performing specific evaluations on potential
contamination sources.

Radon: An International Problem

The results of previous years' studies are
nearing completion.
The Central Maine
Significant Aquifers reports (1982 fieldwork)
have been approved by USGS.
The York county
Contamination Site Study (1981 fieldwork) is
complete, and we plan to complete compilation of
western and east central Maine (1983 and 1984
fieldwork) within the next few months.

In August, Water Resource Analyst Melan ie
Lanctot attended the International Conference on
Indoor Air Quality held in Stockholm, Sweden.
Many of the papers presented during the 5-day
conference dealt with the problem of radon, a
naturally-occurring radioactive gas, and its
health effects when it enters the home
environment.

Geology technician Craig Neil measures the water level
in a monitor well for the Significant Aquifers Project.

Since 1958 researchers have known that high
radon levels existed in drilled wells in certain
areas in Maine, especially in wel ls drilled into
granite.
Swedish research , however, has shown
that gravel deposits, especially eskers (long
sinuous coarse-gravel ridges), can also be a
significant source of radon. Because of their
increased surface area, even gravels with an
average level of radium (radon's "parent"
element) can yield significant amounts of radon.
The gas can enter the home through cracks and
pore spaces in basement walls and floors.
Maine
also has a significant number of eskers, which
should be tested for their capacity to yield
radon.
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It was also brought out at the conference
that rather than entering by passive diffusion,
radon may be actively drawn into homes by the
vacuum created by warmed air rising within the
structure. This effect is enhanced if exhaust
fans are used in upper levels of the house.
However, a vent fan 1n the basement can direct
radon-laden air to the outside before it can
reach upstairs living areas.

1987

Although it has been estimated that up to
40% of Sweden's lung cancers are radon-related,
the most recent studies give mixed results.
Maine is the only state in the nation which is
carrying out an epidemiological study to
determine the risk of lung cancer (as well as
other forms of cancer) associated with the
levels of radon found in the home. The
preliminary results of this research, a
cooperative effort by the Maine Geological
Survey, the Maine Medical Center, the univ~rsity
of Maine at Orono, and the Department of Human
Services, will be available this spring.

PREVIOUS
YEARS

Study area locations of the Significant Aquifers Project.
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High-Level Radioact i ve Was t e

i:!

CARIBOU

i:!

PRESQUE ISLE

The Department of Energy's (DOE)
Cr y stalline Repository Project continued in
1984.
The project involves screening
crystalline rock bodies in 17 north-central,
northeastern, and southeastern states for
specific areas suitable for futu r e detailed
study as a potential repository for the natio n' s
high-level nuclear waste (primarily spent fuel
rods from commercial nuclea r reactors) .
Mai ne
is one of the 17 states invol v ed, and the MGS ,
working for the Go v erno r's Office, is
supervising the r e v ie w of DOE activities in
Maine.

I

i:!

The present r egion a l c o mpilation a nd
characte r izat i o n in vol v es the consideration of
published and publicl y available informati o n to
select areas suitable for more detailed study.
The primary progress made by DOE in 1984 was the
de v elopment of a formal methodology for
conducting the screening that is consistent with
both the National Waste Policy Act of 1982 and
recently published formal siting guidelines
promulgated by the DOE.
The MGS participated
with representatives o f the other 16 Crystalline
Rock Project states in commenting on and
reviewing the proposed DOE screening
methodology.
In addition, the MGS also prepared
comments for the Governor's Office on a number
of other DOE draft documents including the
general siting guidelines and the Mission Plan
for the entire waste disposal program.

HOULTON

Map showing area of proposed Aroostook Bedrock
Aq u ifer Study.

Aroostook Bedrock Aquifer Study

The MGS represents the Governor's Office as
the key contact agency within the State for
high-level waste disposal matters, and together
with representatives from the Governor's Office,
represents the State on the National Governor ' s
Association Task Force on High-Level Nuclear
Waste.

A joint MGS/University of Maine at Presque
Isle proposal to evaluate the availability and
quality of ground water in the limestone belt of
Aroostook County has attracted the interest of a
variety of government agencies and private
entities. Agronomic studies have indicated that
even in the humid climate of Aroostook County
supplemental irrigation could increase both the
quantity and quality of potatoes produced.
However, there has never been an investigation
of the availability of enough ground water to
supply irrigation needs.

Low-Level Radioactive Waste

The MGS, in cooperation with the USGS and
DEP, mapped the sand and gravel aquifers in
Aroostook County and found that they represent a
very limited resource.
Less than 3% of eastern
Aroostook County is underlain by sand and gravel
aquifers.
Whether the ultimate use of ground
water is for irrigation, or industrial or
municipal development, its source will likely be
bedrock . We have a very limited understanding
of the ground-water potential of the fractured
limestone aquifer in Aroostook County.
A study
of the location, availability and quality of
water in this aquifer would provide a good
foundation for intelligent management.

State Geologist Walter Anderson serves as a
member of the Low-Level Radioactive waste Siting
Commission, which is exploring options available
to the State for disposal of low-level
radioactive waste generated within Maine.
While
no technical studies were undertaken by the MGS
for the Commission last year, MGS staff provided
input into a number of reports prepared b y the
Maine Department of Environmental Protection for
the U.S . Department of Energy.
These reports
included a siting methodology and
characterization strategies for siting a
low- level waste facility in Maine.
Two technical studies for the Commission
are planned by the MGS for 1985 in the v icinity
of the Maine Yankee plant in Wiscasset. While
not site-specific, both studies will provide
information that can be used to determine if the
mid-coast area is suitable for the long term
storage or disposal of low-level radioactive
waste and warrants a site-specific
characterization • . The first study is a
photo-geologic anal y sis of fractures and
lineaments to determine the possible effect of
bedrock fractures on radionuclide migration in
ground water .
The second involves bedrock
geologic mapping and fracture characterization
at a scale of 1:24,000 (7.5' quadrangle scale)
Both studies will be completed by the end of
1985.

The proposed study has five major elements:
1)

Collection of well and test hole data
and database development.
2) Bedrock mapping and fracture analysis.
3) Water quality sampling and analysis.
4) Study of recharge and flow in selected
aquifers.
5) Preparation of aquifer, water quality,
and flow system maps.

Funding for the study is being sought by a
committee composed of potato growers, processors,
and representatives of state agencies and local
governments.
If funding is obtained, work would
begin in the summer of 1985.
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Crustal Reflection/Refraction Profile
Extensive geophysical fieldwork aimed at
gaining a better understanding of Maine's
crustal structure was completed in 1984,
although much work remains in analyzing and
interpreting the data.
During the second and
final year of the Quebec-Western Maine Seismic
Reflection Profile, lines from Anson to
Lincolnville were shot, completing the
cross-strike deep crustal profile.
Geosystems,
Inc. completed the data collection, and
preliminary profiles generated in the field give
indications of a number of prominent reflectors
in the Kearsarge-Central Maine Synclinorium.
Results of the first year of the study are
being presented in a series of talks to be given
by USGS, Canadian, and MGS scientists at the
Northeast Regional Geological Society of America
meeting in Lancaster, Pennsylvania this March.
Reflectors at the northwestern end of the line
have been correlated with reflectors observed in
the earlier Quebec line, and potentially
correlated with surface geology to the west.
In
both northern and coastal Maine, reflector-rich
and reflector-free horizons have been observed
and correlated with various sedimentary
sequences, plutonic rocks, and inferred basement
sequences.

The WCVB TV satellite broadcast truck prepares to
broadcast live to Boston from outside the MGS office
in Augusta.

MGS Satellite Broadcast
On November 12, reporters and technicians
from WCVB TV in Boston were in Augusta
transmitting northern New England's first live
broadcast from the Maine Geological Survey-r<)"
Boston for rebroadcast on the evening news.
A
film story was prepared on the USGS/MGS seismic
reflection profile in Maine, which was sent via
satellite to WCVB's Boston studios. Then,
during the evening news, Walter Anderson joined
in a live broadcast to Boston via satellite to
introduce and wrap up the film piece.
The
satellite relay truck is the first in New
England and only the second in the U.S. The
truck, complete with satellite transmission
dish, gives WCVB the capability of broadcasting
live anywhere in New E~gland.

The planned USGS seismic refraction study
was also completed as scheduled in the fall of
1984 .
A number of refraction profiles were
completed para llel and at right angles to the
reflection profile, and several additional
experiments designed to look at plutonic rocks
and possible basement contrasts were also
carried out.
The preliminary results of these
studies, first-approximation crustal velocity
profiles, have already been supplied for use in
reducing the reflection profile data; results of
geologic interpretation of the bulk of the
refraction data will be presented at meetings
and published later in 1985.

Earthquake Monitoring
Fourteen earthquakes occurred in Maine
during 1984. This is only about half the number
of earthquakes that have occurred in the State
in the past few years" (35 in 1983; 22 in 1982;
24 in 1981; 29 in 1980). Of the 1984 events,
four were of sufficient strength to be felt,
with the greatest measuring 3.8 in magnitude.
Since late 1975 , earthquake activity in
Maine has been monitored by a network of seismic
stations installed and maintained by Boston
College's Weston Observatory .
Eleven stations
are currently operating in the State as part of
the Northeastern U. S. Seismic Network, and over
275 earthquakes have been recorded since the
first instruments were installed.
The magnitude
and location of these events are shown on the
MGS open-file map entitled "Earthquakes in
Maine, October 1975 - December 1984" {Open-File
No. 85-71, $1.25 , plus 7 cents tax for in-state
purchases) .

Profile

Refraction Profile

Approximate locations of reflection and refraction
profiles in Maine and Quebec.
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Bedrock Geologic Mapping

State House Restoration

In northern Maine, Gary Boone continued
mapping the bedrock in several quadrangles in
the Harrington Lake area, while Ruth Simmons
(one of Boone's graduate students) continued her
thesis work in the Northeast Carry-Moosehead
Lake region. Lind l ey Hanson, Steve Pollock, and
Dave Roy mapped in the Jo-Mary/Norcross,
Caucorngornoc Lake, and Portage quadrangles,
respectively.

The Maine Geological Survey was called upon
to assist in the recent restoration of the State
Capitol building. The original Capitol was
designed by the renowned architect Charles
Bulfinch and built entirely of granite from the
Haines Quarry located in Hallowell, Maine.
Construction of the building took from 1829 to
1832 and cost about $139,000.
In 1890 and 1891,
a large three story wing was added to the rear
of the building. Major remodeling in 1909 and
1910 established the present appearance of the
Capitol.
The length of the building was almost
doubled while still retaining the original
Bulfinch front, and the cupola was replaced by a
dome.

In eastern Maine, Ollie Gates continued his
work in the Gardner Lake quadrangle, and Al
Ludrnan mapped in several quadrangles in
Washington County and the adjacent part of
Penobscot County.
Dave Wones investigated the
igneous rocks of the Calais quadrangle, which,
along with Ludrnan's work in the Calais area, was
part of a state-federal cooperative mapping
project under the USGS COGEOMAP program. Dick
Gilman mapped in the Bar Harbor and Mt. Desert
quadrangles, as well as the Newfield-Kezar Falls
area.
Dick is also finishing the bedrock
portion of a new MGS bulletin on the geology of
Acadia National Park.
The glacial section of
this bulletin _ is being written by Hal Borns and
Torn Lowell. A geologic map of the park wil l
accompany the final report.

Restoration work was carried out last year
in order to clean the granite blocks on the
exterior of the Capitol and replace crumbling
mortar between the blocks. Walter Anderson was
appointed to the restoration committee to advise
them on cleaning and preserving the granite
surface. A problem arose when it was discovered
that the color of the sand that the contractor
selected for the mortar did not match the sand
used in the old mortar.
A new source had to be
located quickly, so Woody Thompson and Ray
Woodman (Department of Transportation, Materials
and Research Division) organized a hasty search
for the right kind of sand. Microscopic
examination of the old sand revealed that it was
coarse, angular, and had a distinctive
brownish-gray color from the inclusion of a
great many phyllite chips.
The surficial
sleuths soon surmised that it had probably come
from one of the ice-contact glacial stream
deposits that occur in the metamorphic rock
terrain near Augusta.
They visited several of
the sand and gravel pits located in eskers and
deltas east of the Kennebec River, and a new
sand supply was located in less than a day.

In southern Maine, Art Hussey continued
mapping the bedrock in the Boothbay quadrangle.
The MGS also funded mapping by Don Newberg in
the Palermo quadrangle, and by Phil Osberg in
the Rockland quadrangle.

Mining on State-Owned Lands
The Maine Geological Survey and the Bureau
of Public Lands have administrative jurisdiction
over exploration and mineral development on
lands owned or held in trust by the State that
are open for mineral exploration.
The survey
issues prospector's permits, records claims,
and, with the consent of the Director of the
Bureau of Public Lands, issues permits to mine.
In 1984, 308 claims, 26 prospector's permits, 1
mining lease, and 1 license to mine on State
lands were active.

Surficial Geologic Mapping
Several geologists conducted surficial
mapping for the MGS basic mapping project and/or
the MGS-USGS-DEP Gravel Aquifer Study.
Sarah
Miller, woody Thompson, and Torn Weddle prepared
sand and gravel aquifer maps for various parts
of central and southwestern Maine. Dee Caldwell
carried out additional work in the Katahdin
quadrangle in preparation for a revised Baxter
Park bulletin, while Bill Holland completed the
detailed mapping of four 7.5-rninute quadrangles
in the Kezar Falls area.
Progress continued in
northern Maine, where Steve Kite and Torn Lowell
mapped in the Telos Lake, Seboomook Lake, and
Northeast Carry quadrangles.
In the
southwestern part of the state, Jeff Smith
worked on a detailed map of the Kennebunk
quadrangle, and woody Thompson continued mapping
in southern Oxford County.

Surficial geologists Woody Thompson and Sarah Miller
examine an exposure of glacial marine clay along the
coast south of Freeport.
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Recent Crustal Movement Studies
Funding from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission continu ed another year and supported
four separate projects regarding seismicity and
sea level change in Maine.
The first , a seismic
reflection study of the Quaternary stratigraphic
framework of coastal Maine, was a continuation
of last year's effort. J oe Kelley, MGS Coastal
Marine Geologist, along with Dan Belknap and
Craig Shipp of the University of Ma i ne at Orono
(UMO), conducted geophysical surveys of
Sheepscot, Penobscot, Cobscook, and oak Bays.
While the intent of the work was to search for
"active" faults, very interesting stratigraphic
obs ervations were also made.
In the second project, the same personnel,
along wit h Brad Bird, Marita Bryant , and Andrea
Lord, collected vibracores from salt marshes in
Wells and Machias Bays.
The basal peat from the
cores has been sent to Bob Stuckenrath at the
Smithsonian I nstitute for carbon-14 dating.

Technicians Ellen Shields and Brad Bird prepare to
lower a grab sampler as part of the Minerals Management Serv i ce Project.

The third project involved mapping coastal
archaeological sites in Casco Bay and Muscongus
Bay by David Yesner (University of Southern
Maine) and David Sanger (UMO) respectively, for
indications of the time of settlement.

Minerals Management Service P r oject

Finall y, Dave Smith of UMO finished his
evaluation of historic earthquakes in Ma ine by
compiling the records from York County.
On the
basis of the past year's effort, Joe Ke lle y is
proposing to core some potentially active
offshore faults, and Dave Tyler (UMO) wi ll
re-evaluate subsidence in the Eastport area.

The Marine Geology Division of the MGS
received a contract last year to map the sea
floor of the inner continenta l shelf of Maine.
The goals of the project are to determine the
stratigraphic framework of Maine's nearshore
area and evaluate its potential economic
deposits.
Work began in June with bottom sediment
sampling on a grid between New Hampshire and
Cape Elizabeth.
Several hundred samples were
collected out to a depth of 100 meters and are
now being evaluated for sedimentological and
mineralogical properties.
In addition t o bottom
sampling, a high resolution "boomer" seismic
ref lection profiler was leased to study the
thickness of sedimentary deposits.
In addition
to Joe Kel ley and Bob Johnston of MGS, Nina
Fisher and Lynn Riley of UMO worked on the
project.
Next summer's work will exte nd the
observations from Cape Elizabeth to Muscongus
Bay.
Side scan Sonar and submersible dives will
accompany the summer's effort.

Sea Grant
Joe Kelley of MGS and Dan Belknap of UMO
were awarded a three year Sea Grant to construct
sediment budgets for Casco, Sheepscot, and
Machias Bays. They wi ll be measuring the
thickness of sediment that has filled the bays
on three time scales: geological (10,000 to
200 years ago), historical (200 to 50 years
ago), and contemporary.
The first t wo measurements will be obtained
by coring and seismic interpretation.
The
determination of modern sediment activity wi ll
be made by surveying stakes near eroding bluffs
and using metal plates buried beneath mudflats
to determine sedimentation rates.
The final
product will include a series of maps depicting
the bays at times of lowered sea level.

Computerized Mineral Resources Database
The MGS recently entered a cooperative
agreement wi th the USGS to edit, update, and add
information for the State of Maine to their
nationwide Mineral Resources Data System (MRDS)
program.
Information will be compiled primarily
from published literature.
The record for each
deposit wil l include data concerning location,
exploration, development, commodities, and
geologic setting. The initial emphasis is on
metallic deposits; non-metallic occurrences will
be added as time allows .

In conjunction wit h this project, the
National Under water Research Program granted
Kelley and Belknap four days of dive time next
June in the Johnson Sea Link submersible.
The
submersible will be used to film drowne9
shorelines and glacial deposits now underwater.
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Geographic Information Systems
for
Geologic Information
Geologists deal primarily with information
that has a geographical component.
rt can be
attached to a point (such as a well yield or
water level), a line (a fault or fold axis), or
an area (outcrops or surficial aquifers) on the
earth's surface.
Traditionally, this
information has been presented graphically
the most obvious example is the geologic
quadrangle map.
However, much of the
information a geologist deals with cannot easily
be portrayed on a map , or may require multiple
maps to present it.

of the var ious rock types, or it could produce
maps of varying scale or maps of selected rock
types.
One advantage of a GIS is its ability to
combine a variety of information sources into a
single uniform database. The MGS is starting a
pilot project wit h the USGS to digitize wetlands
boundaries and deposit characteristics from a
number of sources. Once stored, the wet lands
information can be retrieved to produce map s
showing the distribution of all or selected
we tlands types in a given area.
The stored
characteristics information will allow the
generation of thematic maps showing wetlands,
habitat, and soils types, or maps of areas with
regulatory restrictions.
The computerized
database will allow access through the GIS
software to a single unif or m source of .
information on the State 's wetlands.

Computer systems with access to large
amounts of memory and storage (memory in the
range of 1 megabyte or more and storage in
excess of 100 megabytes) provide an alternative
means for handling large amounts of geologic and
geographic information .
The class of complex
computer programs and associated hardware which
have been developed for this purpose are called
geographic information systems (GIS). These
systems are designed to deal with geographic
points, lines, and areas, their coordinates on a
map, and any information that may be attached to
them (for example, water level or rock type) •

A GIS also allows different types of
information to be combined.
For example, a
database of surficial geologic information could
be added to the wetlands information to examine
the relationships between surficial materials
and soils t ypes.
Or a water quality database
(essentially point information collected over
time) could be combined with aquifer information
(bounda r ies, recharge areas, yields) to identi fy
areas that may be susceptible to contamina tion
in the future.

In a simple geologic application, a GIS may
be used to store the outlines of outcrop areas
for a bedrock geologic map. Coordinates for a
series of points along each geologic contact are
generated by digitizing a copy of the map.
A
rock type is then assigned to each digitized
area, and the contact coord inates and geologic
labeling information are stored in the computer.
The GIS software ma y th en access the stored
coordinates and plot them on another base map.

Quick access to a variety of geologic
information; the ability to select, sort, and
combine the information; and the ability to
display the information in the form of maps or
tables are the ultimate goals of a GIS for
geologic information.
The Maine Geological
Survey is taking the first steps toward
developing selected topical databases through
several projects, and the deve lopment of a broad
statewide GIS for geologic informati on remains a
primary goal.

If a GIS is only used to re-plot paper
maps, the cost invol ved in hardware, software,
and time to digitize a line for tracing purposes
would probably seem excessive. GIS software,
however, is designed to manipulate s tored
geographical information in man y other ways.
For example, the GIS might calculate the areas

Wetlands Database
The MGS is beginning a cooperative project
with the Information Systems Division of the
USGS to develop a geographic database on Maine's
wetlands.
In the pilot project, we tlands maps
and information from a number of state and
federal sources will be digitized and stored on
an IB M mainframe computer at the University of
Maine at Orono (UMO), or entered into data
management programs on th e Department of
Conservation's (DOC) Burroughs system.
It will
then be possible, for example, to generate wi th
a single request a map of all wetlands in a
given part of the State, as well as tables of
descriptive information.
Eventually, as other
information is added to the system, surficial
geology, soil types, or other information may
also be shown on the product.

This project is the first step by the MGS
toward a full-scale geologic GIS for the State
and is part of a Department-wide pilot project
to evaluate the usefulness of a State-wide
natural resources GIS.
Hardware and software
for handling the geographic information (points ,
lines, and areas) were developed by the Maine
Forest Service Spruce Budworm Project in
conjunction with the College of Forestry at UMO.
This equipment, formerly housed at UMO , will
soon be moved to DOC offices in Augusta where it
will be available to MGS staff. A high-speed
dedicated line for computer communications will
be installed to link DOC to the computer at UMO.
Ta b ular databases wil l be developed by MGS
personnel on the Department's Burroughs computer
system.
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New Wetlands Maps
In 1982, the Maine Legislature directed the
the Department of Environmental Protection (DEP)
to conduct a study to identify fresh-water
wetlands in the organized townships of Maine.
The mapping was performed to determine the
number and extent of unregulated wetlands in the
State. The MGS prepared the maps under an
agreement with DEP.
The mapping was based on
the interpretation of recent air photos with a
check against existing inventories and soils
mapping .
Open-file maps showing the outlines of
wetlands at a scale of 1:50,000 are now
available. A text accompanies each map and
tabulates the classifications assigned to the
wetlands from previous surveys by the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the U.S.
Soil Conservation Service. The maps are
available for $2.00 plus 10 cents sales tax. An
index of the available coverage is free upon
request.

New Peat Resource Publications
In 1979, the Maine Geological Survey began
the Maine Peat Resource Evaluation Program. The
purpose of the Program, which was funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy through the Maine
Office of Energy Resources, was to determine the
location, amount, and characteristics of fuelgrade peat in Maine.
Deposits measuring at
least 80 acres in size and containing an average
thickness of at least 5 feet of peat with an ash
content of 25% or less were mapped, cored, and
sampled.

Artist Mary Hubbard's reconstruction of
Pertica quadrifaria,

Proposed State Fossil
Legislation is pending to designate
Pertica quadrifaria as the official fossil
of the State of Maine.
Pertica quadrifaria
is the scientific name of an early plant that
lived about 390,000,000 years ago. Dr. William
Forbes of the University of Maine at Presque
Isle and Dr. Andrew Kasper of Rutgers University
discovered its fossilized remains in 1970 in the
rocks of the Trout valley Formation near Mount
Katahdin. The type of rock in which the plant
remains are found and the other fossils
associated with it suggest that Pertica
quadrifaria grew in a brackish or freshwater
marsh on recently created volcanic land.

The results of field and lab work conducted
between 1979 and 1983 on 235 areas containing
peat deposits are now available. The MGS
recently published the following 5 atlases
containing maps of individual deposits, core
descriptions, and sample analyses:
Bulletin 28 - Peat Resources of Maine
Volume 1: Aroostook County
Bulletin 29 - Peat Resources of Maine
Volume 2: Penobscot County
Bulletin 30 - Peat Resources of Maine
volume 3: Piscataquis and
Somerset Counties
Bulletin 31 - Peat Resources of Maine
volume 4: Southern and
western Maine
Bulletin 32 - Peat Resources of Maine
Volume 5 : Washington County

The plant illustrated here is an artist's
reconstruction of Pertica quadrifaria.
It
probably reached a maximum height of about 6
feet, making it the largest land plant at that
time (Pertica is derived from the Latin,
meaning a "long pole o r rod").
Its stem, which
measured up to one inch in diameter, bore both
sterile and fertile branches arranged in four
rows which spiraled up the stem (quadrifaria
is derived from the Latin, meaning "in four
ranks").
The fertile branches ended in dense
clusters of sporangia, or spore cases, while the
sterile branches subdivided to form forked tips.
These forked ends may represent the first step
in the evolution of leaves.

Each volume is $4.00, plus 20 cents tax for
in- state orders.
Prepayment is required by law
and may be made by money order or check payable
to the Treasurer of the State of Maine.
Copies
may be ordered from the Maine Geological Survey,
Department of Conservation , State House Station
#22, Augusta , ME 04333 . The atlases may ~ lso be
purchased at the MGS office in Augusta.

Well-preserved remains of Pertica species
are found at only three other places in the
world:
in the Bay of Chaleur area of New
Brunswick, near Cap-Os-Aux in Quebec , and on the
Roagan Islands on the west coast of Norway.
It
is an internationally significant fossil as it
represents an important early step in the
evolution of vascular land plants which
ultimately resulted in numerous modern species,
including the pine tree.

In 1985, the MGS will publish the results
of four other peat research projects concerning
peat accumulation rates , geochemical properties,
hydrogeologic characteristics , and surface
vegetation of selected peat deposits .
If you
would like to receive announcements when the
publications are released, please notify the
MGS.
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New Open-File Information

Fresh-Water Wetlands Maps of Maine, by Michael
K. Mullen and Andrews L. Tolman.
(reports and
maps - scale 1:50,000) Open-File Nos. 85-1 to
85-70.
Index to wetlands maps coverage free
upon request.
Price per map: $2.00 plus 10 cents
sales tax.

Sources of Water-Use Information in Maine, by
Dorothy H. Tepper and E. Melanie Lanctot.
(38 p. report) Open-File No. 84-4.
Price: $2.00 plus 10 cents sales tax.
Hydrologic Data for the Great and Denbow Heaths
in Eastern Maine, October 1980 through September
1981, by William J. Nichols, Joseph A. Smath,
and James T. Adamik.
( 43 p. report) Open-File
No. 84-5.
Price: $2.15 plus 11 cents sales tax.

Earthquakes in Maine, October 1975 - December
1984, compiled by Carolyn A. Lepage and Robert
A. Johnston.
(map - scale 1:500,000) Open-File
No. 85-71.
Price: $1.25 plus 7 cents sales tax.
Faulting in the Grand Falls Area, Kellyland
15-minute Quadrangle, Eastern Maine, by Allan
Ludman.
(14 p. report) Open-File No. 85-72.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales tax.

Hydrologic Data for the Great and Denbow Heaths
in Eastern Maine, October 1981 through October
19 82, by William J. Nichols.
(29 p. report)
Open-File No. 84-6.
Price: $2.00 plus 10 cents sales tax.

sea-Level Rise in Passamaquoddy Bay:
Archaeology and Sediment Cores, by David Sanger.
(11 p. report) Open-File No. 85-73.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales tax.

Reconnaissance Bedrock Geology of the Sandy Bay
15 ' Quadrangle, Maine, by Robert G. Marvinney.
(map - scale 1:62,500) Open-File No. 84-7.
Price: $1.25 plus 7 cents sales tax.

Sea-Level Rise and Archaeology in the
Damariscotta River, by David Sanger.
( 13 p.
report) Open-File No. 85-74.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales tax.

Bedrock Geology of the Gardiner 15 ' Quadrangle,
Maine, by Donald w. Newberg.
(30 p. report and
map - scale 1:62,500) Open-File No. 84-8.
Price: $3.25 plus 17 cents sales tax.

Historical Dating of Salt Marsh Dikes in Coastal
Maine/Historically Recorded Earthquakes in
Central Maine, by David c. Smith and Beatrice
Craig.
( 16 p. report) Open-File No. 85-75.
Price: $1.50 plus 8 cents sales ta x.

Surf icial Geology of Portions of the Grand Fal ls
Lake Area, by Geoffrey w. Smith.
(3 p. report
and map - scale 1:62,500) Open-File No. 84-9.
Price: $ 1 . 75 plus 9 cents sales tax.

St. Croix Region Crustal Strain Study, by David
Ty ler and Alfred Leick.
(22 p. report)
Open-File No. 85-76.
Price: $2. 00 plus 10 cents sales tax.

The Geology of the Passamaquoddy Bay Area, Maine
and New Brunswick, by Olcott Gates.
(22 p.
report and map - scale 1:125 ,000) Open-File No.
84-10.
Price: $3.25 plus 17 cents sales ta x.

W~ter

Reconnaissance Bedrock Geology of the Bois
Bubert 7.5 minute Quadrangle, Maine, by Olcott
Gates.
(map - scale 1:24,000) Open-File No.
84-11.
Price: $1.25 plus 7 cents sales ta x.

Quality in Sand and Gravel Aquifers in
York County, Maine, by John s. Williams, Andrews
L. Tolman, and Cheryl Woodard Fontaine.
(90 p.
report and map - scale 1:125,000) Open-File No.
85-77.
Price: $5.75 plus 29 cents sales ta x.

State Geologic Map Update

Survey Personnel

Preliminary black-and-white proofs of the
new 1:500,000 bedrock and surficial maps of
Maine have been checked, corrected, and
re-checked. Final color separations for the
maps are now being prepared by the Williams &
Heintz Map Corporation. The maps will then
undergo two or three more checks of color proofs
before final printing. The maps are expected to
go on sale this summer. The MGS will send out
announcements as soon as they are available.

ADMINISTRATION
Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
Carole F. Ricker, Administrative Assistant
Catherine A. Stultz, Secretary
Cheryl Fiore, Clerk Typist
PHYSICAL GEOLOGY DIVISION
Woodrow B. Thompson, Physical Geologist
Marc C. Loiselle, Senior Geologist
Carolyn A. Lepage, Geologist

Handbook Revisions

HYDROGEOLOGY DIVISION
Two popular handbooks are currently being
revised and expanded.
Andy Tolman and Brad
Caswell are updating the Ground Water Handbook
to include recent information on surficial and
bedroc• aquifers and water quality.
Recent case
studies illustrate ground-water problems and
solutions. In addition, an annotated index of
where to get help about ground-water problems
has also been compiled.

Andrews L. Tolman, Hydrogeologist
E. Melanie Lanctot, water Resource Analyst
Craig D. Neil, Geo l ogy Technician
MARINE GEOLOGY DIVISION
Joseph T. Kelley, Coastal Marine Geologist
CARTOGRAPHY AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISION

As a result of recent mapping completed for
the new state surficial map, Woody Thompson is
revising the Surficial Handbook for Coastal
Maine. The new edition will be expanded to
include informa t ion about the entire State.

Robert D. Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping
Bennett J. Wilson, Jr., Cartographer
Robert A. Johnston, Cartographer
John B. Poisson, Cartographer
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Activities of the Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
February

1986

Maine Geo logical Surve y
Walter A. Anderson - State Geologist

RADIOACTIVE
WASTE
DISPOSAL
Introduction
Since the first commercial nuclear reactor
began generating electricity in 1957 , the
n uclear industry has e x panded significantly;
n uclear power plants a re no w scattered across
t he . country .
Waste byproducts created by these
p lants include r a dioactive material such as
spent fuel rods and contaminated clothing .
Concern for the safe disposal of this
radioactive waste has grown in recent years .
The nuclear industry produces two types of
radioactive waste which are identified by their
level of radioactivity and potential hazard.
High - level radioacti ve waste includes spent fuel
rods from nuclear power plants and waste from
reprocessing and defense activities.
This waste
is highly radioactive and requires heavy
shielding to protect h umans from e x posure to
harmful levels of radiation.
Low-level
radioactive waste is much less radioactive than
high-level waste.
This waste is produced in a
variety of commercial, medical, and industrial
operations in addition to nuclear power
generation .
It consists of waste contaminated
by radiation, such as rags, paper, filters, and
protective clothing .
Radioactive waste remains
dangerous to humans for hundre d s to thousands of
years, depending on the type of material
involved.
Therefore, both l ow- level and highlevel wastes must be securely isolated from the
environment and any possible human contact for a
long time .
In 1980, Congress passed the National LowLe v el Radioactive Waste Policy Act (P u blic Law
96 - 573) which made each State responsible for
disposing of low-level radioactive waste
generated within its borders.
States could
either construct their own low-level waste
disposal facility, or join in an agreement with
other states to establish a regional disposal
facility.
Maine's Legislature responded by
creating the Low-Level Waste Siting Commission,
now called the Advisory Commission on Radio~ctive Waste .
The Commission examined the
a v ailable options and made several recommen dations to the Governor and the Legislature .
In
1985 , a referendum was passed that requires
state - wide voting on any plan for the disposal
of low- level radioactive waste in Maine .

DEPART MENT OF CONSERVATION
Richard B. Anderson - Commissioner

The Federal government has al ways assumed
responsibility for the disposal of high - level
radioactive waste .
Since the late 1950s ,
investigations ha v e concentrated on the disposal
of this waste in mined repositories deep
underground .
A number of different roc k t y pes
ha v e been considered as repository sites ,
including bedded salt and salt domes , basalt ,
tuff , and crystalline rock .
In 1981 , Maine was included in the U. S .
Department of Energy (DOE) Crystalline
Repositor y Project .
DOE is conducting this
program to identify potential high - level
radioactive waste disposal sites in crystalline
rock bodies such as granites .
The Maine
Geological Survey (MGS) was chosen b y the
Governor to re v ie w and oversee a l l DOE
acti v ities related to high - level waste in Maine .
Federal policy for the safe storage and disposal
of high - level waste was established when
Congress passed the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982 (Public La w 97-425) .
In January 1986, after more than 4 years of
the development of selection criteria and
regional literature studies , the DOE chose
twelve areas in the north - central and eastern
U. S . for more detailed studies.
Ex amples of the
selection criteria include the size of the rock
bod y , effects of seismicity , population
distribution , and the presence of federal and
state protected lands .
Two areas in Maine were
selected - one in eastern Maine in the Bottle
Lake igneous complex, and one in the Sebago Lake
Batholith in western Maine (see figure) .
DOE
proposes to study each of the twelve areas
intensive l y o v er the ne x t 5 years and to pick
three sites for more detailed study in 1991 .
The final site will be selected in 1998 .

BOTTLE LAKE

COMPL~

•

Areas proposed
by the U. S . Department
of Energy for a h i gh- level
radioactive waste facility study .

TABLE 1:
Age

(m.y.)

Geologic Time

present 10,000 years
0.01 - 1.6

Summary of Geologic History and Ages of Crystalline Rocks in Maine

0

Recent

Moderate historical seismic activity.
Geologic, historical, and
geodetic evidence of significant subsidence in Washington County in
eastern Maine (up to 1 meter per century).

Quaternary

Several periods of continental glaciation depressed the crust up to
130 meters along coastal Maine.
The ice sheets eroded bedrock,
deposited glacial sediments, and disrupted surface water drainage.
Major marine transgression followed glacial recession.
Pre-existing
surface water drainage, and consequently ground water flow patterns,
were significantly altered.

Tertiary

Continued uplift and erosion of the Northern Appalachian Mountains.
Stress release during uplift and erosion produced numerous fractures
in the bedrock.

~

0

N

0

c

w

u

1.6 -

66

--------66 - 245

Event

0

Late Mesozoic: Limited igneous activity related to continued opening
of the Atlantic Ocean.
Faulting and fracturing?

~

0

N

0

w
w

Early Mesozoic:
Rifting apart of combined Europe and Africa from
North America.
Opening of the Atlantic Ocean.
Igneous activity
related to this event.
Faulting and fracturing of existing bedrock.

~

--------245 - 286
--------286 - 360
--------360 - 410

0
~

wO

Permian

Continued uplift and erosion of the Northern Appalachian Mountains.

Carboniferous

Intrusion of Sebago Batholith.
Last metamorphism and deformation in
southwestern Maine.
Continued uplift.

Devonian

Major period of igneous activity following deformation and mountain
building.
Development of ancestral Northern Appalachian Mountains.
Intrusion of Bottle Lake igneous complex.

~N

~o

~w

H

~

~

0
~

0

N

0

Major episode of deformation and metamorphism caused by collision of
combined Europe/Africa with North America.
Burial of sediments in
southwestern Maine to depths greater than 15 kilometers.

w

H

~
~

w

H

Youngest sediments deposited prior to major Devonian mountain
building event.

~

--------410 - 440

~
~

~

--------440 - 505

Silurian

Continued deposition in ancestral Atlantic Ocean.

Ordovician

Late Ordovician:
Subsidence and re-initiation of deposition
following deformation and uplift.

0
~

0

N

Middle Ordovician:
Deformation, uplift, and igneous activity
related to the collision of several(?) offshore volcanic island arcs
with North America.

0

w

H

~
~

Early Ordovician:
activity.

~

H

--------505 - 570

~

Continued deposition of sediments and volcanic

~

~

Cambrian

Sedimentation and limited volcanic activity in ancestral Atlantic
Ocean.

Events prior to approximately 600 million years ago are essentially unknown, although rocks dated
as approximately 1,500 million years old are present and make up the Chain Lakes Massif in
northwestern Maine.
A satisfactory solution to the problem of
radioactive waste disposal will involve
technical, social, and political decisions.
However, if burial remains the preferred means
for safely isolating radioactive waste for the
hundreds and thousands of years required, the
ultimate success or failure of any repository
rests on the geologic factors affecting
radioactive waste disposal.
The purpose of this article is to describe
the geology of Maine and the particular problems
it poses for radioactive waste disposal.
The
emphasis is on hydrogeology and ground water
systems.
The principal pathway for radionuclides to reach the environment surrounding a
disposal facility is through ground water, and a
prediction of ground water behavior over
hundreds and thousands of years may be the most
difficult geologic question to answer.

Geoiogic and hydrogeologic setting in Maine
Table 1 presents a summary of Maine's
geologic history from about 600 million years
ago to the present.
Very little is known
regarding the geologic history of the State
prior to the Cambrian Period, although the Chain
Lakes Massif has been dated as approximately
1,500 million years old.
For most of the period prior to the Late
Paleozoic, the eastern margin of North America
was an active plate boundary.
Deposition of
thick layers of continental margin sediments was
followed by folding, metamorphism, and igneous
intrusion.
This sequence recurred several times
in the Early and Middle Paleozoic.
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Maine's fractured crystalline bedrock lacks
any significant confined aquifers such as the
major bedrock aquifers in the Great Plains or
western Texas.
Cross section B shows that areas
under consideration for high-level radioactive
waste disposal have fractured bedrock overlain by
a variable but generally thin layer of surficial
deposits which may act as surficial aquifers.
Ground water flows through the fractures in the
rock, and the bedrock is heterogeneous with
respect to many critical hydrologic factors.

Unlike the mid-Atlantic and southeastern
states, coastal regions in the northeast did not
receive a thick blanket of Late Paleozoic,
Mesozoic, and Early Tertiary sediments.
Or, if
they did, these sediments were eroded and
removed prior to the last episode of continental
glaciation.
As a result, most of the bedrock in
Maine is extensively metamorphosed rock of Early
and Late Paleozoic age.
Unlike sedimentary
rocks, these metamorphic rocks lack the pore
spaces which allow ground water movement.
Crustal uplift during the Mesozoic Era and
Tertiary Period caused fracturing and faulting
in the bedrock.
Subsequent erosion exposed the
rock we see at the surface today.
Recent
episodes of continental glaciation removed any
thick soils comparable to the thick layers of
saprolite present in the southeastern U.S.
Depression of the crust during glaciation and
subsequent rebound probably produced additional
fracturing.
Glacial advance and recession,
followed by marine transgression, left a
variable thickness of unconsolidated surficial
deposits throughout the State.

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Any radioactive waste disposal facility
must be licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC).
The NRC specifies shallow
land burial as the preferred method for the
disposal of low-level radioactive waste.
However, this method is not well suited to Maine
or to the Northeast in general due to an
insufficient thickness and areal extent of
surface deposits capable of containing
contamination that might leak from a disposal
site into ground or surface water.
As a result,
the State has examined the possibility of
disposal of low-level radioactive waste in an
engineered facility with artificial barriers to
water movement.
The facility could be above
ground or buried; the key feature is the
presence of engineered barriers.
Given the 300500 year time period the NRC requires the waste
to be isolated, an engineered facility may
provide a viable alternative to shallow land
burial.
However, the NRC has indicated that it
will not relax the technical criteria for
shallow land burial in licensing an engineered
disposal facility.
In other words, the site
must possess the same favorable geologic
features and be characterized by the same level
of confidence as a site for shallow land burial.

These geologic events produced the physical
characteristics that define Maine's
hydrogeologic setting:
a thin and variable
layer of surficial deposits overlying fractured
crystalline bedrock.
This is illustrated in the
figure shown below.

DEPTH

Suitable surficial materials for shallow
land burial in Maine include basal till and
glacial marine clay deposits.
These materials
have low permeability and exist in some areas
with sufficient thickness to provide an
isolating layer between the waste and the ground
water system in the underlying fractured
bedrock.
To identify and evaluate a suitable
site, the variability of both of these materials
will require considerable detailed hydrologic
testing to predict ground water behavior.
In
addition, a site evaluation must consider the
engineering properties and the long-term
stability of the surficial materials, as well as
the limited but unknown potential seismic risk
over the 300-500 year time period.
Given the
limited information on seismic activity in the
Northeast, it may be difficult to assess the
last factor with any certainty.

(rn)

Generalized cross-sections showing geology of areas
under consideration for A) low-level radioactive waste
and B) high-level radioactive waste. Fractures are not
shown ir aection B •

Cross section A shows a typical area under
consideration for low-level radioactive waste
disposal.
It has variable layers of surficial
deposits that may range in thickness from
several feet to several hundreds of feet.
In
coastal areas, fractured bedrock may be overlain
by a sequence of basal till, marine clay, and
outwash or delta deposits.
In other areas,
marine clay may lie directly on bedrock.
Inland, till may be overlain by outwash
deposits, moraines, or Recent lake or swamp
deposits.
The hydrologic characteristics of
these surficial materials are extremely
variable, and properties such as hydraulic
conductivity may vary over short distances by at
least 10 orders of magnitude.

High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal
Under present DOE plans, canisters
containing high-level nuclear waste will be
isolated for 10,000 years in geologic
repositories constructed at depths greater than
300-500 meters.
Once filled to capacity, the
repository will be sealed after a limited
observation period.
U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and NRC guidelines specify
that ground water travel no more than 5
kilometers from the repository in 1,000 years.
To determine travel times, a ground water model
must be developed for the repository site and
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surrounding area.
Developing the model will
require a large amount of high-quality
hydrologic information and will be hampered by
the fact that ground water flow in crystalline
rocks is dominantly through fractures.
The
hydrologic properties and distribution of these
fractures are variable and will be difficult to
model accurately.

The responsibility for siting,
constructing, and operating a high-level waste
repository lies with the Fed e ral government,
specifically the Department of Energy.
The MGS,
working with the Governor's Task Force on HighLevel Nuclear Waste, will continue to review and
oversee DOE's geologic activities in Maine.
The
MGS will provide input into DOE's area
characterization plan, monitor the collection
and analysis of the data, and, if required,
independently analyze the data.

In addition to flow characteristics and
travel times , the ground water geochemistry and
its eff ect on the waste, waste canister, and
radionuclide migration must also be assessed.
The engineering properties of the potential host
rock must be determined, and the site must also
be suitable for the necessary surface
facilities.

Summary
There are a number of geologic concerns
that must be addressed when evaluating and
selecting a site for the disposal of radioactive
waste.
In many respects the factors involved in
low-level and high-level waste are the same.
The major issue is predicting the behavior of
the ground water in the vicinity of the waste
facility for extended periods of time.
Lowlevel waste disposal requires evaluation of
ground water behavior in surficial deposits and
near-surface bedrock for periods of up to 500
years.
High-level waste disposal requires
developing a model of ground water flow and
radionuclide migration for peri ods greater than
10,000 years, and evaluating the effects of
climatic change and seismic activity on the
rep os itory.

Seismic activity will affect the long-term
stability of the site .
The impact of seismic
activity on the repository and on ground water
behavior must be considered for up to 10,000
years.
It may, in fact, be difficult to
estimate the effect of seismic activity on
ground water beha v ior regardless of the time
period involved because the effects of seismic
activity on fracture permeability are unknown.
Over 10,000 years, the effect of climatic
change may also be significant.
Renewed
continental glaciation would have a significant
effect on hydrologic gradients and ground water
flow systems.
If the site is overrun by glacial
ice, the additional we ight ma y caus e new
fractures to form or reactivate old fractures,
decreasing the strength of the host rock and
providing new avenues for ground water flow.
Sea-level rise following a glacial recession
would also have a major effect on the regi o nal
ground water flow s yste m.

* * * * * * * * * * * *
If you are interested in obtaining more
information on radioactive was te disposal,
contact th e:
Advisory Commission on Radioactive Waste
State House Station #120
Augusta, Maine
04333

The potential for future inadvertent human
intrusion will require a thorough examina tion of
any potential natural resource that may exist at
or near a potential repos itory site.
This will
also require predicting what future generations
may decide is a resource.

Telephone:
207-289-3059
To get on the Commission's mailing list and
hear a pre-recorded update on radioactive
waste issu es, phone 1-800-453-4013.

MGS Core Repository Opens

Role of the Maine Geological Survey

In 19 85, the MGS began to renovate an
1820's-vintage granite building located 0.2
mil es from the Sur vey office.
The former
gunpowder storehouse is located on the edge of
the former Arsenal grounds.
Repairs included
replacing the roof, patching the floor, and
rebuilding shelves.
To date, the MGS has
received core from several sources.
Billiton
Metals . and Ores USA donated core from a tin
prospect in the Winslow-Vassalboro area in
Kennebec County .
The Great Northern Paper
Company contributed cores and core logs from
holes drilled on their land in northern Maine
by Humble and Texaco in the late 1960's and
early 1970's.
The MGS also has core, logs,
location maps, and other data donated by
Combustion Engineering Inc. from drilling in
the Union-Warren area in Knox County by the
Knox Mining Company and several other firms.
The MGS is seeking additional donations to
expand its collection.

Maine has the responsibility for pro v iding
for the disposal of low-level waste generated
within the State .
As a result, the Legislature
requested that the MGS conduct several regional
geologic evaluations.
The MGS mapped the
distribution of glacial marine clay deposits in
the southern third of the State, located
potential occurrences of thick deposits of basal
till in the unorganized townships, and conducted
a photo-geologic study of bedrock lineaments in
the mid-coastal area.
The last study was part
of an assessment of the suitability of midcoastal Maine as a potential disposal site.
The
study concluded that this part of Maine was not
suitable for a disposal facility, and efforts
should be concentrated elsewhere.
If the State develops its own low-level
waste disposal facility, the MGS will probably
continue to conduct regional and areal screening
studies in cooperation with other State agencies
and will have a major role in the review of site
evaluation studies conducted by private
geotechnical engineering firms.

The core and other data are now available
for inspection and research.
Please contact
Carolyn Lepage for additional information, to
schedule an appointment to use the repository,
or to donate core to the MGS.
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The public television series P
Earth" includes a segment filmed in Mai
In
April 1985, Dr. Cornelia Cameron, USGS Peat
Commodity Specialist and principal investigator
for the MGS's Maine Peat Resource Evaluation
Program, was filmed on one of the peat deposits
in the Bangor area.
Dr. Cameron, assisted by
MGS Geology Technician Craig Nei , described
the formation of peat for the ep sode entitled
"Gifts from the Earth" which will ai
on
February 19.
The MGS provided logistical
support for the film crew from Station
WQED/Pittsburgh (the station that also films
National Geographic specials)

Geology technician Craig Neil and USGS tecnm.cians
install a monitoring well in Washington County.

s in Gr und Water Study
In 1985, Governor Brennan and the
Legislature directed the MGS to coordinate a
th ee year evaluation of the impact of
ric ltural practices on ground-water quality.
study was to find out if the presence of
Temik (aldicarb) and elevated nitrates in some
icultural areas of Maine was a symptom of a
larger problem.
The recent discovery of soil
furn. ants and other pesticides in the
ag icultural areas of southern New England lent
added urgency to this study.

A Pesticides in Ground Water Group was
assembled to
and conduct the study.
Pa tlcipants
luded the MGS, the Departments
of
riculture, Environmental Protection, Human
Serv es, and Transportation, the State Planning
Off ice and the USGS.
The Johnson Sea-Link submersible, shown on the
stern of the Research Vessel
Link~

Marine Geol g

In
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Joe Kelley, MGS Marine Geolog st, along
with colleagues at the University of Maine at
Orono, is working on a Sea Grant project to
study sediment budgets in Casco, Damariscotta,
and Machias Bays.
After a year of monitori
bluff erosion and mud flat accretion
it is
becoming evident that erosion of coast l bluffs
is a major process for providing inte t
al
marsh and flat sediment.
Offshore seismic
reflection data further s
st th
erosion of
submarine outcrops of glac
material may be a
major mechanism for formi
new" deep-sea
sediment.
To better investigate deep-sea processes,
Joe Kelley and Dan Belknap, a sedimentologist
from UMO, participated in subme sible dives
funded by the National Underwater Research
ram (NURP).
Utilizing Lhe R/V Johnson Seasubmersible, Kelley, Belknaf, and g aduate
students from UMO made observations
the sea
bed off Saco, Casco, and Machias Bays in the
summer of 1985.
In the summer of l 86 they
to deploy sediment tr
to measure
ion rates in selec
deep-sea
environments.
The sedimen
of
should answer the question o
the
submarine erosion and lands des
coastal Maine.

fo
each commonly used pesticide, data was
collected on the quantity sold, the types of
crops and method of use, and the persistence and
leachability of the chemical.
Sampling
locations were selected to provide coverage of
the
te's agricultural areas, and to represent
diff rent crop types.
Whenever possible,
e isting MGS, USGS, and DEP monitoring wells
we
sampled.
In areas where monitoring wells
we
not available, household wells were
sampled.
Forty-six wells were sampled, fourteen
of them twice, for a total of 60 samples.

I
12 wells, nitrate was found in
conce tr tions exceeding established drinking
wa
standards.
Traces of dinoseb were
detec
in 5 wells and metribuzin in three
, all in potato growing areas.
Those
,
e-sampled in September, did not show
detectable amounts of either chemical.
Thiodon
detected in one well in a potato growing
razine and alachlor were detected near
corn fie
s.
Copper, possibly from corrosion of
hold plumbing, was found in two orchard
and arsenic in one.
Traces of Hexazinone
detected in two monitoring wells in
rry growing areas~
Preliminary findings indicate that
pes cides are not detectable in most of the
sensitive areas sampled.
Pesticides were found
most often in potato-growing areas of Northern
ine, but even there, concentrations were small.

The public television seri
Earth
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In
April 1985, Dr. Cornelia Cameron,
Commodity Specialist and princ
l
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in the Bangor area.
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the formation of peat for the
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"Gifts from the Earth" which wi l air on
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support for the film crew from Station
WQED/Pittsburgh (the station that also films
National Geographic specials).

Geology technician Craig Neil and USGS technicians
install a monitoring well in Washington County.
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crops and method of use, and the persistence and
leachability of the chemical.
Sampling
loca ions were selected to provide coverage of
the
tate's agricultural areas, and to represent
dif
rent crop types.
Whenever possible,
existing MGS, USGS, and DEP monitoring wells
were sampled.
In areas where monitoring wells
available, household wells were
Forty-six wells were sampled, fourteen
of them twice, for a total of 60 samples.
I
12 wells, nitrate was found in
concentrations exceeding established drinking
standards.
Tra~es of dinoseb were
detec
in 5 wells and metribuzin in three
well , all in potato growing areas.
Those
wells, re-sampled in September, did not show
etectable amounts of either chemical.
Thiodon
tected in one well in a potato growing
Atrazine and alachlor were detected near
i lds.
Copper, possibly from corrosion of
household plumbing, was found in two orchard
and arsenic in one.
Traces of Hexazinone
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eliminary findings indicate that
pest cides are not detectable in most of the
sensitive areas sampled.
Pesticides were found
most often in potato-growing areas of Northern
ne, but even there, concentrations were small.

S ate-Owned Lands law
On
r 19, 1985, a new law covering
mine al
ation and mining on state-owned
lands went into effect.
The major changes in
the law included a new method of staking claims,
a shift from a calendar year to a state fiscal
year (July l ·· June 30) for application and
renewa
poses, and an increased role for the
Bureau o Public Lands in the administration of
various aspects of the statutes.
For additional
information or a copy of the current law,
contact Carole Ricker at the MGS office.

Surficial geologist Woody Thompson and engineer
Jeannine Amos examine core samples at the Gorham
landslide.

Landslide

tu

The MGS is conducti
a
lot study of
landslides in southern Ma ne,
unded by the
USGS Office of Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and
Engineering.
Woody Thompson is coordinating
this project, which includes three principal
investigators:
Carolyn Lepage (MGS), Irwin
Novak (University of Southern Maine Geology
Department), and Jeannine Amos (University of
Maine at Orono (UMO) Civil Engineering
Department).

Left photo: Front (1. tor.) John Poisson, Carolyn
Lepage. Back (1. tor.) Marc Loiselle, Joe Kelley,
Bob Tucker, Walt Anderson, Woody Thompson.
Right photo: Front (1. to r.) Cheryl Fiore, Carole
Ricker, Cathy Stultz. Back (1. tor.) Steve Dickson,
Craig Neil, Bob Johnston, Ben Wilson.

The study was prompted by the many
landslides that have been recorded in Maine's
coastal lowland, a well-known example being the
major slide that recent
damaged a new house
in Gorham.
These landsl des usually occur in
the glacial-marine c
that underlies much of
southern Maine, includ ng large
tions of all
the principal urban areas.
As
is part of the
state becomes more densely populated, it will
be important to consider landslide potential in
the land-use planning process.

Surv y Personnel
ADMI ISTR!-iTION
Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
Carole F. Ricker, Administrative Assistant
Catherine A. Stultz, Secretary
Cheryl Fiore, Clerk Typist

The first year of the project w 11
concentrate on three objectives:
1) a sur
including a search of historical sources
the distribution of a
stionnaire, to
determine the extent,
requency, and possible
causes of landslides throughout Maine; 2) a
field check of recent landslides to gather data
on the geologic and/or human factors that
triggered them; and 3) a detailed examination
of the glacial-marine sediments in the vicinity
of certain slides, including measurements of
the engineering properties of the clays.

PHYSICAL GEOLOGY DIVISION
Woodrow B. Thompson, Physical Geologist
Marc C. Loiselle, Physical Geologist
Carolyn A. Lepage, Geologist
HYDROGEOLOGY DIVISION
Andrews L. Tolman, Hydrogeologist
Thomas K. Weddle, Senior Geologist
Craig D. Neil, Geology Technician
MARINE GEOLOGY DIVISION

The project team also
vised a series
of test borings at the s te
the Gorham
landslide.
These borings have already yielded
tant information on the stratigraphy of
sediments involved in the slide
(essentially all marine c
to bedrock),
and the slope and
of the bedroc surface.
Samples from the bor ngs w 1 be tested at the
UMO Civil Engineering Depar
etained
for eventual mineralogical analysis.

Joseph T. Kelley, Coastal Marine Geologist
Stephen M. Dickson, Senior Geologist
CARTOGRl\PHY AND PUBLICATIONS DIVISION
Robert D. Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping
Bennett J. Wilson, Jr., Cartographer
Robert A. Johnston, Cartographer
B. Poisson, Cartographer
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Description of Maine Geological Survey Program Activities
Division

Activity

Description

Contact Person

Administration,
Bedrock and
Surficial

Review and oversight of
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
Crystalline Repository
Pro ject

DOE is responsible for identifying potential sites for a high-level nuclear
waste repository in the United States. The MGS works with the Governor's
Task Force on High-Level Nuclear Waste which deals with the U.S . DOE Crysta l line
Repository Project. MGS staff, along with personnel from other State agencies,
have reviewed DOE technical reports, attended briefings and workshops, and
monitored the national nuclear waste management program.

Walter A. Anderson
Marc c. Loiselle

Administration,
Bedrock and
Surficial

Technical assistance to State
Advisory Commission on
Radioactive Waste

The MGS provides technical assistance to Maine's Advisory Commission on
Radioactive Waste. In 1985, a photo-geologic study of bedrock lineaments in
mid-coastal Maine concluded that this area was not suitable for a disposal
facility.

Walter A. Anderson

Administration,
All Di visions

Geographic Information
System (GIS) and
database development

Development began on a computerized natural resources Geographic Information
System (GIS) which will include information on the nature and distribution of
geologic units, significant aquifers, geologic hazards, wetlands, and mineral
resources.

Staff

Administration

Resource center library and
mineral collection

The library contains a wide range of open-file and unpub l ished maps, progress
reports, dissertations, and published information primarily on Maine's geology.
The library is open to the public, although materials do not circulate. The
MGS has assembled a rock and mineral display that contains specimens collected
from loca l ities in Maine and elsewhere in the country. A staff geologist will
explain rock and mineral occurrences and give advice on mineral collecting in
Maine.

Carolyn A. Lepage
Woodrow B. Thompson

Administration

Mining on State-owned lands

The MGS and the Bureau of Public Lands have administrative jurisdiction over
exploration and mineral development on lands owned or held in trust by the
State. The MGS issues prospector's permits, records claims, and issues permits
to mine.

Carole F. Ricker

All Divisions

Public inquiries and
geological advisory services

MGS geologists answer questions and give information on a variety of geologic
topics . Examples of assistance commonly given are: identifying rocks and
minerals, explaining the geology and geologic history of a locality, estimating
ground-water availability in particular areas, and discussing mineral resources
in the state.

Staff

All Di visions

Technical assistance and
permit review

MGS staff provide technical assistance to the private and public sectors on a
variety of geologic issues. In addition, MGS personnel review permit
applications for both state and federal regulatory agencies.

Staff

Bedrock and
Surficial

Basic geologic mapping

Geologic quadrangle mapping continued at scales of 1:24,000 and 1:62,500.
These maps provide information on Maine's geologic resources essential
for land-use decisions, ground-water and waste-disposal studies, and other
investigations.

Woodrow B. Thompson
Marc C. Loiselle

......

(!)

Division

!_ctivity

Description

Contact Person
-------

Bedrock and
Surficial

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Cooperative Geologic Mapping
Program

The COGEOMAP program is an effort to increase basic bedrock and surficial
geologic mapping in cooperation with state geologic surveys. Maine has two
cooperative agreements with the USGS - one for bedrock mapping j_n eastern
Washington County and one for detailed surficial mapping in southwestern
coastal Maine.

Marc C. Loiselle
Woodrow B. Thompson

Bedrock and
Surficial

Landslide inventory and
assessment

A small-sea le landslide study funded by the USGS includes an inventory of
historical and recent landslides in glaci.al-marine sediments in southern
Maine, measurements of the engineering properties of sediments within landsli.des,
and test borings to determi.ne the stratigraphy of the recent Gorham landslide.

Carolyn A. Lepage
Woodrow B. Thompson

Bedrock and
Surf icial

Mineral locality inventory

In response to requests from the public, the MGS is preparing a guidebook
to selected mines and other localities of mJ.neralogical interest.

Woodrow B. Thompson

Bedrock and
Surficial

USGS deep crustal seismic
reflection and refraction
profiles

In conjunction with earlier Canadian studies and offshore seismic profiling,
the recently completed deep-crustal seismic reflecti.on and refraction pro,jects
will provide earth sci.enti.sts with a crustal profile from the Canadian Shield
across the conti.nental margin through Maine to Atlantic oceanic crust.

Marc C. Loiselle

Bedrock and
Surficial

Earthquake monitoring

The MGS provides information on earthquakes in Maine utilizing seismic
data compiled by Weston Observatory of Boston College. The MGS also
conducts intensity surveys in conjunction with Weston Observatory and
the Maine Bureau of Civi.l Emergency Preparedness.

Carolyn A. Lepage

Bedrock and
Surficial

USGS Mineral Resources
Data System (MRDS)

The USGS developed the MRDS program to provide a computerized national
mineral resource database. The MGS has been verifying and updating the
MRDS listing for Maine.

Carolyn A. Lepage

Cartography and
Publications

Geologic publications and
information

The MGS makes the results of geologic investigations available to the public
through progress maps and reports, open-file informat.ion, and formal
publications. In addition to map and manuscript preparation, the Cartography
and Publications Di vision produces all the artwork necessary for black and
white and full color publications.

Robert D. Tucker
Cher.vl Fiore

Cartography and
Publications

Map and aerial photo library

The MGS maintains a reference collection of U.S. Government topographic maps,
orthophotoquads, and aerial phtotgraphs. The MGS does not sell these maps and
photos, but they may be inspected at the MGS office. MGS cartographers will
answer questions concerning price, coverage, availability, and ordering.

Robert D. Tucker
Robert A. Johnston

Hydrogeology

Significant Aquifers Mapping
Cooperative with Maine Dept. of
Environmental Protection & USGS

The MGS conducts ground water availability and quality studies in sand and
gravel aquifers. In 1985, the study covered eastern Hancock and Washington
Counties. Northern Aroostook County is schednled for the summer of 1986.

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

Significant Bedrock Aquifers
Program

This pro,iect will identify high-yield bedrock fracture zones in Aroostook
County and assess their yield and water quality. In cooperation with the
University of Maine at Presque Isle, fractures were mapped in three quadrangles
and well records were collected for much of northern Aroostook County in 1985.
In 1986, plans include geophysical and remote sensing studies to test methods
and locate fracture zones.

Andrews L. Tolman

Division

Activity

Description

Contact Person

Hydrogeology

Cooperative Pesticide Screening
Program

Utilizing the monitoring network developed by the Significant Aquifers program
and the expertise of the Departments of Conservation, Agriculture, Environmental
Protection, Human Services, Transportation, and the USGS, a state-wide screening
study of pesticides in ground water was initiated this year.

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

Radon/Epidemiology Study

E. Melanie Lanctot completed her thesis study of the relationship between radon
and cancer in a selected population. The project was conducted in cooperation
with DHS, Maine Medical Center, and the University of Maine at Orono (UMO).

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

Voluntary well inventory:
database development

Seventeen drillers agreed to participate in a voluntary well reporting
program developed jointly by the MGS and the Maine Water Well Driller's
Association. So far, several hundred records have been entered into the
MGS computer system.

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

USGS Cooperative Hydrogeologic
Data Network

This program maintains 22 stream gaging stations and 18 observation wells and
collects basic ground-water quality data. Two new wells were installed in 1985.
The USGS publishes the data as Water Data Reports for Maine.

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

USGS Cooperative Saco Valley
Aquifer Study

This study includes a detailed analysis of an area of valley-fill aquifers which
straddles the Maine-New Hampshire border and an assessment of the impact of
land use practices on ground-water quality in this rapidly growing area.

Andrews L. Tolman

Hydrogeology

USGS-Dept. of Human Services (DHS)
Cooperative Water Use Study

As a part of the USGS National Water Use System, this study will build
a system to account for water use on a state-wide basis. During 1985,
public water supply data were collected and encoded.

Andrews L. Tolman

Marine,
Bedrock and
Surficial

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) For several years the NRC has funded studies to evaluate Maine's seismicity
Crustal Warping Project
in relation to the State's late Quaternary geologic history. The project
included studies of sea level rise and searching for seafloor disturbances
possibly caused by seismic events, detailed studies of glacial-marine deltas
and their use as indicators of postglacial vertical crustal movements, and a
geodetic investigation with UMO of ongoing crustal movements in eastern Maine.
Related studies of historical seismicity and archaeological evidence of sealevel change are also in progress.

Marine

Minerals Management Service (MMS)
Seaf loor Mapping Project

The Dept. of the Interior's MMS funded the MGS to search for strategic
minerals in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone off the Maine coast. This work
involved detailed seismic reflection and side-scan sonar profiling, as well
as bottom sampling and laboratory analyses.

Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
Beach Classification Study

NOAA, through the Office of Coastal Zone Management, requested that the MGS
digitize large scale maps and photos of Maine's beaches and classify the
beaches in terms of historic changes and potential land use.

Joseph T. Kelley
Stephen M. Dickson

Marine

Sea Grant estuarine sediment
budgets

In cooperation with UMO, the MGS is studying bluff erosion and mud-flat
sedimentation on historic and geologic time scales in Casco, Damariscotta,
and Machias Bays.

Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

National Underwater Research
Program on Benthic Productivity
in the Gulf of Maine

To improve our understanding of the productivity of the Gulf of Maine, the MGS
is conducting experiments and making direct measurements by submersible in the
deep Gulf.

Joseph T. Kelley

"'
Joseph T. Kelley
Woodrow B. Thompson

Hydrogeologic Data for Significant Sand and
Gravel Aquifers maps , compiled by Dorothy H.
Tepper, Andrews L. Tolman, Johns. Williams ,
and E. Me l anie Lanctot.
Scale - 1:50 , 000.
Open-File No.
85-82b
Map 10 - parts of Cumberland,
Kennebec, Lincoln, and
Sagadahoc Counties
85 - 82c
Map 11 - parts of Androscoggin , Cumberland, and
Sagadahoc Counties
85-82d
Map 16 - parts of Andro scoggin, Franklin, Kennebec,
and Oxford Counties
85-82e
Map 17 - parts of Kennebec ,
Lincoln, and Sagadahoc
Counties
85-82f
Map 32 - parts of Franklin,
Kennebec , Oxford, and Somerset
Counties
Price per map:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales tax .
Surficial Geology of the Fish River Lake
Quadrang le , Maine, by Eric F. Halter.
(6 p .
report)
Open-File No. 85-83 .
Price:
$1.00 plus 5¢ sales tax .
Bedrock Geology of the Palermo 7.5' Quadrangle,
Maine, by Donald W. Newberg.
(14 p. report and
map - scale 1:24,000)
Open-File No. 85-84 .
Price:
$2.75 plus 14¢ sales tax.

Dick Heintz of the Wi lliams & Heintz Map Corp.
shows Bob Johnston, Bob Tucker, and Marc Loiselle
the recently printed geologic maps of Ma ine.

Bedrock Geology of the Caucomgomoc Lake Area,
Maine, by Stephen G. Pollock.
(map - scale
1:62,500)
Open-File No. 85-85.
Price:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales ta x.

New State Geologic Maps of Maine
Bedrock Geologic Map of Maine, 1985, edited by
P.H . Osberg, A.M. Hussey II, and G.M. Boone,
full color, 42" x 58".
Price:
$5.00 plus 25¢ sales tax.

Bedrock Geology of the Pierce Pond 15 '
Quadrangle , Maine, by Gary M. Boone.
(map scale 1:62,500)
Open-File No. 85-86.
Price:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales ta x.

Surficial Geologic Map of Maine, 1985, edited
by W.B. Thompson and H.W. Borns, Jr., full
color, 42" x 53".
Price:
$4.50 plus 23¢ sales tax .

The Bedrock Geology of the Bath and Portland 2degree Map Sheets, Maine, by Arthur M. Hussey
II .
(82 p. report and 2 maps - scale
1 :250,000)
Open-File No. 85-87.
Price:
$6.60 plus 33¢ sales tax.
Radon in the
Relationship
Study, by E.
Open-File No.
Price:

New Open-File Information
Pre-Silurian Rocks of Eastern and Southeastern
Maine, by Allan Ludman.
(29 p. report and 2
maps - scale 1 :62,500 ) Open-File No. 85-78.
Price:
$4.50 plus 23¢ sales tax.

Domestic Environment and its
to Cancer:
An Epidemiological
Melanie Lanctot.
(39 p. report)
85-88.
$2.00 plus 10¢ sales tax.

Maps of Potential Zones of High Ground Water
Transmissivity, by Robert G. Gerber, , Inc .
Scale - 1 :24,000.
Open-File No.
85-89a
Richmond Quadrangle
85-89b
Wiscasset Quadrangle
85-89c
Damariscotta Quadrangle
85-89d
Bath Quadrangle
85-89e
Westport Quadrangle
85-89f
Bristol Quadrangle
85-89g
Phippsburg Quadrangle
85-89h
Boothbay Harbor Quadrangle
85-89i
Pemaquid Point Quadrangle
Price per map:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales tax.

Bedrock Geology of the Big Lake 15' Quadrangle,
Maine, by Allan Ludman .
(43 p. report and
map - scale 1:62,500)
Open-File No. 85-79.
Price:
$3.40 plus 17¢ sales tax.
Bedrock Geology of Acadia National Park and
Environs, by Richard A. Gilman.
(map - scale
1 :5 0,000)
Open-File No. 85-80.
Price:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales tax.
Surficial Geology of Acadia National Park and
Environs, by Thomas v. Lowell and Harold w.
Borns , Jr .
(map - scale 1 :50,0 00)
Open-File
No. 85-81.
Price:
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales tax.

Hydrogeologic Data for Significant Sand and
Gravel Aquifers maps , compiled by E . Melanie
Lanctot and Andrews L. Tolman .
Scale 1 :50,00 0 .
Open-File No.
Map 1 - part of York County
85-90
Map 2 - part of York County
85-91
Map 3 - part of York County
85-92
Map 4 - part of York and
85-93
Cumberland Counties
$1.25 plus 7¢ sales tax.
Price per map:

Hydrogeology and Water Quality of Significant
Sand and Gravel Aquifers in parts of
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Franklin, Kennebec,
Lincoln, Oxford, Sagadahoc, and Somerset
Counties, Maine, by Dorothy H. Tepper, John S.
Williams, Andrews L. Tolman, and Glenn c.
Prescott, Jr.
(106 p. report)
Open-File No.
85-82a.
(To accompany maps 85-82b - 85-82f)
Price :
$5.30 plus 27¢ sales ta x.
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1986: THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Activities of the Maine Geological Survey
DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
1987

Maine Geological Survey
Walter A. Anderson - State Geologist

DEPARTMENT OF CONSERVATION
Robert R. LaBonta - Commissioner

Coastal Hazards Mapping of Maine's Beaches

Stephen M. Dickson
Marine Geology Division

Introduction
With over six million tourists visiting
Maine each year, the southern shore's beaches
are a valuable resource for the state's second
largest business.
Some thirty beaches in York
and Cumberland Counties are the major areas of
public access to the coast.
Many of the
tourists stay in houses, motels, or condominiums
located in the dunes near the beach, while
others would like to build new homes close to
the shore.
Unregulated development along the
shore can be hazardous, however, since coastal
flooding and erosion can destroy improperly
located structures.
Early in 1978, considerable
beach property damage resulted from a series of
coastal storms and led to the creation of
Maine's Sand Dune Law (M.S.R.A. Title 38, Secs.
471-478).
Since 1979, the Sand Dune Law has
required all construction in the coastal sand
dunes such as seawalls, driveways, new buildings
and additions, to be reviewed by the State.
The
Maine Geological Survey is frequently called
upon to assess the natural haza~ds associated
with building close to the shores of the
Atlantic.
To provide detailed information about
Maine's largest beaches and dune systems, the
Maine Geological Survey created a series of
geology and coastal hazards maps for 27 beaches
south of Portland.
Air photo interpretations,
detailed elevation contours, and 100-year flood
zone boundaries from different source maps were
combined using the Department of Conservation's
Geographic Information System (GIS).
The Board
of Environmental Protection recommended this
mapping project in order to provide maps that
would help the Department of Environmental
Protection review Sand Dune Permit applications.
The Director of the Survey's Marine Geology
Division, Dr. Joseph T. Kelley designed the
project and secured its funding.
Financial
assistance for the project was provided by the
State Planning Off ice through funding provided
by the U. s. Department of Commerce, Office of
Ocean and Coastal Resource Management.
Additional support by the Department of
Environmental Protection furthered the project.
Steve Dickson of the Maine Geological Survey
supervised the Sand Dune Mapping Project in
1986.

Frontal dune homes undermined by coastal storm erosion.

Hazards from Coastal Storms
The most common dangerous storm along the
Maine coast is the winter northeaster.
These
storms occur frequently in the winter months,
and serious beach and dune erosion results when
such a storm strikes at high tide.
Coastal
flooding and dune erosion are particularly
intensified when storm surges coincide with
spring high tides.
In a single tidal cycle a
foot of sand may be planed off the beach, the
berm removed, and several feet of frontal dune
eroded. When this combination of storms and
·high tides occurs, sand is stripped from the
beach at unprecedented rates.
Spring tides occur when the moon, earth,
and sun are aligned.
This astronomical
positioning, called syzygy, happens
approximately twice a month with each new and
full moon.
"Perigean" spring tides occur twice
a year when the moon reaches its closest
position to the earth •(its perigee), and the
earth, moon, and sun are in syzygy.
Even higher
tides, called "proxigean" spring tides, occur
when forces in the solar system cause the moon
to be even closer to earth at the time of
syzygy.
Between 1979 and 1999 there are 84
perigean spring tides (Wylie, 1979).
Of these,
14 are particularly high proxigean spring tides.
Proxigean spring tides last occurred on
December 30, 1986 and will occur next on October
14, 1989.
Extreme tides can also be expected
December 2, 1990, January 19, 1992 and March 8,
1993.
It is interesting to note that a
northeaster caused considerable coastal flooding
and beach erosion along the East Coast on
January 2, 1987, coincidental with a proxigean
spring tide.
The combination of these
exceptionally high tides and a storm surge
resulted in coastal flooding over 3 feet above
mean high water on the southern Maine beaches.

Similarly, the winter storms of January and
February 1978 both occurred near a syzygy.
Combined with a storm surge, water levels
reached about five feet above mean high water.
While such storms and higher tides occur
together primarily in the winter, it is
important to realize that even though these
single events may last only a day or two, they
can make changes in the beach that last for
years.
For example, the dune scarp created by
the 1978 storms is still present along many of
Maine's beaches.
The frontal dune system has
not fully recovered from this brief but intense
disruption nearly a decade ago.

Table 1 - Sand Dune Maps
Maps listed by name of beach
Cape Elizabeth & Crescent
Crescent Surf & Parsons
Drakes Is. & Laudholm
Ferry
Fortunes
Goose Rocks
Higgins
Hills
Horseshoe Cove
Kennebunk

Building on the Dunes
Maine's Sand Dune Law grants authority to
the State's Board of Environmental Protection to
regulate, through a permit process, the coastal
beaches and dunes.
Simply stated, the law
requires that a project " ... will not
unreasonably interfere with existing
recreational or wildlife uses; unreasonably
interfere with the natural supply or movement of
sand within or to the sand dune system;
unreasonably increase the erosion hazard to the
sand dune system; or cause an unreasonable flood
hazard to structures built in, on or over any
coastal sand dune or neighboring property .... "
A more detailed interpretation of these four
criteria are presented in guidelines called the
Sand Dune Rules.

Air photo interpretation, field
verification, and computer-aided cartography
were the three methods used to map the features
of the sand dune system.
Using the Department
of Conservation's Geographic Information System,
cartographers digitized geologic and flood
information from aerial photographs, flood maps,
and topographic maps.
The GIS system allowed
rapid editing of each data layer, greatly
accelerating map revision and correction.
Geologic and Flood Hazard Mapping
The first of two Sand Dune Maps for a given
beach illustrates the geologic environments of
the dune system and adjacent wetlands.
The dune
system is divided into three categories:
frontal dune, secondary dune, and eolian flat
(Figure 1).

The Sand Dune Rules provide more guidance
in determining if a project is "unreasonable".
In the review of each sand dune building
proposal, the geologic environment of the sand
dune system must be determined in order to
satisfy the Rules.
The Rules allow different
types of building in the back dune geologic
environment and prohibit new construction in the
frontal dune.
Thus the geology of a project
site is a key to determining building
restrictions and obtaining a sand dune permit.
One role of coastal geologists is to
evaluate natural hazards along beaches in order
to prevent the improper siting of buildings in
areas that are vulnerable to storm damage.
It
is the intent of the Sand Dune Law to prevent
development in areas that might be damaged in
the next 100 years due to natural processes
acting on the beaches.
The destructive agents
are primarily storms that temporarily cause sea
level to rise, flooding coastal properties and
eroding the protective frontal dune.
In 100
years however, predictions indicate that the
mean sea level along the Maine coast will rise a
meter (Thomas, 1986) and allow storms to attack
farther inland.
Because of these concerns for
the future, the Maine Geological Survey provides
technical advice to State and municipal agencies
and the public about building on the dunes.

SECONDARY DUNES
FRONTAL DUNE
BEACH AND DUNE

Figure 1. Geologic environments of the sand dune
system illustrated in the Sand Dune Maps.

The frontal dune encompasses the seaward
slope, crest, and landward slope of the seawardmost ridge of sand. Where the original form of
the dune was altered by human activity, the
position of the dune on the maps is inferred
from the present beach profile, dune positions
along the shore, and regional trends in dune
width.
The frontal dune may or may not be
vegetated with American beach grass, dusty
miller, beach pea, or sea rocket.
There are
many frontal dunes "colonized" by vegetation
preferred by humans to the natural vegetation.
These landscaped frontal dune areas must also be
considered part of the frontal dune system
because they still provide, to some extent, a
protective buffer zone for back dune buildings.

Sand Dune Maps
For the last seven years, the Maine
Geological Survey has provided information about
the geology of the beach systems on a permit by
permit basis.
In 1986, in an effort to
streamline the permit review process, to provide
a regional level of consistency, and to evaluate
the coastal hazards due to storm flooding, the
Maine Geological Survey mapped the beach and
dune systems of the rapidly developing southern
Maine coast.
Each beach is covered by two maps:
one showing geology and flood zones and the
second showing coastal hazard areas.
The
project resulted in 19 sets of maps covering 27
beaches (Table 1).
Each map has a scale of
1:4800

(l" = 400').

Long Sands
Moody
Ocean Park & Old Orchard
Ogunquit
Old Orchard & Pine Point
Old Orchard & Surfside
Scarborough, Ferry, & Western
Short Sands
Wells

The back dune environment is divided into
secondary dunes and eolian flats.
This
distinction is not particularly important to the
Sand Dune Rules, but the two environments do
provide additional insight into the volume and
2

active nature of the sand dune system.
The
secondary dunes lie landward of the frontal dune
and have a dune topography.
In developed areas,
this landform may be poorly defined.
The eolian
flat is the back dune area that is virtually
flat, except for variations in topography caused
by deflation around vegetation and structures.
Most commonly, the eolian flat lies JUSt above
the marsh elevation and is frequently vegetated
with pitch pines and dense shrubs.

Coastal Hazard Area Maps
A second series of maps for each of ~he 27
beaches illustrates a five-fold hazard
classification of the dune and beach system in
relation to potential for property damage caused
by a 100-year storm.
The hazard classification
is determined directly from the geologic
environment and flood zone of a parcel of land.
Table 2 shows the classification system and
Figure 3 illustrates a portion of a hazard area
map.
Hazard areas are created directly on the
Geographic Information System by editing
geologic and flood zone data lines.
No
additional digitizing is needed to create the
new hazard boundaries.
The hazard area map is
therefore a simplification of the geology-flood
zone map that groups land areas of equal risk
based on criteria in the Sand Dune Rules.

The landward boundary of the sand dune
system is where the dunes meet freshwater
wetlands, salt marsh, water bodies, or upland
areas.
The boundary between uplands and dunes
is located by regional or local changes in
slope, vegetation changes, or transition to
paleodunes and ancient sandy shoreline features.
The upland dune edge is particularly important
because it determines where a sand dune permit
is needed for new construction.

Table 2 - Hazard Classification

Also illustrated with the geologic
environments are the 100-year flood zones.
These zones indicate the areas inundated by
ocean waves and flood waters during a major
coastal storm.
The 100-year flood is caused by
a "model" northeaster that can be expected to
occur with a probability of one percent each
year.
Coastal flood hazards are estimated with
computer models, and flood water elevations are
predicted by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA) on Flood Insurance Rate Maps.
FEMA's flood zones are illustrated on the Sand
Dune Maps in a simplified form so that inundated
areas can be directly identified and compared to
the dune geology (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Sand beach (B1), frontal dune (D1), and
eolian flat (D3) elements of the sand dune system
shown in this map area.
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Figure 3. Shaded coastal hazard areas define the
limit of the sand dune system and have unique
development suitability criteria listed in Table 3.
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The principal use of the coastal hazard
maps is to illustrate land that is within the
sand dune system.
The perimeter of the dunes,
as interpreted by the Sand Dune Rules, is also
the perimeter of the hazard areas.
In
accordance with the Rules, new homes may be
constructed in the low and very low hazard ·
areas.
The intermediate hazard areas lie in the
frontal dune where new homes are not allowed.
Similarly, the high and very high hazard areas
are those attacked by 100-year storm waves or
overwash.
A development suitability table
(Table 3), simplifies the determination of
"approved" building activities.

Maine coast with the predictions above, Maine
may experience a sea-level rise in the range of
90 to 240 cm in the next century.
How this rise
may affect the Maine beaches should be
researched thoroughly so that the socio-economic
impact can then be assessed.

Retreat vs. Fortification:

A policy decision for Maine's coastal
barriers is at hand.
The Sand Dune Rules have
taken a step to encourage the landward retreat
of the coast by prohibiting seawalls.
The next
option in a retreat policy is to decide whether
or not structures threatened by the sea should
be saved.
Again, Maine has encouraged retreat
by not allowing severely damaged buildings to be
rebuilt.
If 'Maine's barrier beaches continue
their natural landward movement in response to
sea level rise, today's back dune will be
tomorrow's frontal dune.
Similarly, back dune
homes may become as vulnerable to storm damage
as those homes in today's frontal dune.

Table 3 - Development Suitability Criteria
Hazard
Category

New
Struct.

Building
Additions

Roads,
Driveways

Closed
Fences

Very High

No

No

No

No

High

No

Intermediate

No

No
No

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Very Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A Policy Choice

To complete a policy of retreat, coastal
barrier beaches and dunes must be allowed to
retreat.
If the dune sands are sealed beneath
extensive land developments, and behind
seawalls, the coastal barriers and their beaches
will be lost during the sea-level rise of the
next century.

Sea-Level Rise Along the Maine Coast
Since sea level has been rising along the
Maine coast for several thousand years, and has
done so at a rate of about 23 centimeters (cm)
per century in the last fifty years (Hicks et
al., 1983), beach erosion due to gradual sealevel rise is inevitable.
The Sand Dune Rules
indirectly acknowledge sea-level rise.
Since
buildings may last 100 years, the law requires
that new projects be safe from damage for the
next century.
This restriction affects all
projects located in any part of the sand dunes,
including the back dunes that might be flooded
or eroded due to sea-level rise.
Disappearing dunes and emerging seawalls along a
developed coastal barrier in southern Maine. Will
this barrier retreat?

Predictions of one to seven feet of sealevel rise are frequently mentioned by
scientists evaluating the consequences of
atmospheric pollution and the greenhouse effect.
If present pollution trends continue, and there
is no good reason to believe that they will not,
the carbon dioxide level of the atmosphere will
double the pre-industrial level between the
years 2050 and 2100.
The resulting "greenhouse"
warming will raise the global temperature 3 to
10 degrees Fahrenheit by the end of the century
{Maranto, 1986).
The future temperature will be
greater than it has been at any time since man
has been on earth.
This increased global
temperature will cause (1) the melting of
glaciers and (2) the thermal expansion of the
ocean.
Both of these changes will cause sea
level to rise around the world.
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Three detailed investigations of the
greenhouse-induced global sea-level rise are
noteworthy.
An early study (Revelle, 1983)
predicts a 70 cm rise by the year 2080.
By 2100
global sea level could rise 110 cm (Thomas,
1986) or 145 to 215 cm (Hoffman, et al., 1983).
In addition to the rise due to the greenhouse
effect, sea level has been rising due to the
sinking of the East Coast.
In Maine, the
sinking coast has caused sea level to rise at a
rate of 21 to 25 cm per century (Hicks et al.,
1983). Combining the local subsidence of the
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High-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal

Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal

On January 16, 1986, the U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) announced the selection of two
areas in Maine as proposed potentially
acceptable sites for a deep mined repository for
the disposal of high-level nuclear waste.
These
two areas, 6ne located in the Sebago Batholith
in southwestern Maine, the other in the Bottle
Lake Complex northeast of Bangor, were among 12
proposed for 3-4 years of detailed area
characterization studies.
From these 12 areas,
3 sites would be selected for site
characterization studies, and eventually a
single site would be selected for the nation's
second waste repository.

Low-level radioactive waste remains the
responsibility of the State, and the
Legislature's Advisory Commission on Radioactive
Waste continues to develop plans for disposing
of waste generated within Maine.
At this time,
the L.egislature has indicated a preference for
out-of-state disposal, either by contract or by
joining a multi-state compact, but has indicated
the State's intent to develop a disposal site in
Maine if necessary.
Maine Geological Survey activities over the
past year were limited to planning for several
levels of site-screening for potential waste
disposal sites.
Representatives from the Survey
participated in two screening workshops
sponsored by tbe Advisory Commission on
Radioactive Waste.
These workshops were
designed to solicit public input on screening
variables and the screening process in general.

During the 90 day comment period from midJanuary to mid-March, the Maine Geological
Survey coordinated the State response to the
DOE's draft Area Recommendation Report.
In
addition to briefing and coordinating review by
other State agencies, the MGS supervised several
geologic and geophysical studies of the
candidate areas.
A detailed reanalysis of
gravity data in and around the Sebago Batholith
by GEOSS, Inc., of Salem, NH, demonstrated that
the body is too thin (less than 500 meters thick
in the proposed area) for a deep mined
repository.
Examination of topographic
lineaments, high-altitude air photographs, and
side-looking airborne radar imagery emphasized
the numerous late, brittle structures in both
areas, and raised serious questions about
isolation of the waste from ground water.

In 1987 a State-wide socio-economic and
environmental study is planned, leading up to 68 geologic and environmental area investigations.
The Survey will be involved in both of these
levels of screening, and will continue to assist
the Commission in planning for the safe disposal
of low-level radioactive waste in Maine.

In late May, 1986, the DOE announced the
"indefinite postponement" of all site-specific
work associated with a second nuclear waste
repository.
The DOE insisted that much lower
projected waste volumes over the next 30 years
made site-specific work on a second repository
unnecessary at this time.
However, they
conceded that the large number of critical
comments received during the 90 day comment
period also influenced their decision.

Detailed Surficial Geologic Mapping
Using funds from various sources, the Maine
Geological Survey began mapping the State's
surficial geology in the early 1970's. Because
of time and funding constraints, much of this
work consisted of rapid reconnaissance-level
mapping.
The pace of mapping was accelerated
over the next decade, especially to gather data
needed for compilation of the new Surficial
Geologic Map of Maine (published in 1985). Much
progress was made in understanding the surf icial
geology of the State during these years, but it
.also became evident that more work was needed.
This is particularly true of southern and
coastal Maine, where rapid development and
population growth necessitate accurate,
detailed-level surficial maps for land-use
planning applications.

In November, 1986 the DOE reversed their
decision to indefinitely postpone the search for
a second nuclear waste repository, in response
to a suit filed by the western states which are
candidates for the first repository.
The DOE
now plans to resume their search for a second
repository site during the summer of 1987,
unless specifically directed by Congress not to
do so.
It appears that the DOE will resume the
search for a repository site in crystalline rock
essentially at the point at which it was
suspended in May, 1986.
Recognizing that the
geologic and geophysical data available for the
Sebago Batholith were critical in the State's
arguments against the DOE's recommendations last
spring, the Maine Legislature approved
additional geologic and geophysical studies in
the two suggested candidate areas.
The MGS will
lead and coordinate this research, which will
begin this summer.

In 1986 the Survey commenced this new phase
of detailed mapping.
Suggestions from field
geologists were incorporated in developing an
expanded and flexible map explanation format
that is intended to convey as much information
as possible.
Each surf icial quadrangle report
will now consist of two maps, usually
accompanied by a text.
The age and origin of
surficial deposits will be shown on a
traditional "science" map; a second map will
show all of the available materials data for the
quadrangle, including subsurface information.
The latter map will consist solely of point
data, and can be updated from time to time.
The
materials data will be digitized and
incorporated into the Department of
Conservation's Geographic Information System.
To facilitate this effort, mappers are filling
out standardized data sheets that can
accommodate a large amount of information on
field localities.
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Survey Personnel
ADMINISTRATION
Walter A. Anderson, State Geologist
Michael E. Foley, Resource Administrator
Catherine A. Stultz, Secretary
BEDROCK AND SURFICIAL GEOLOGY DIVISION
Woodrow B. Thompson, Physical Geologist
Robert G. Marvinney, Physical Geologist
HYDROGEOLOGY DIVISION
John s. Williams, Hydrogeologist
Thomas K. Weddle, Senior Geologist
Craig D. Neil, Geologist
Patricia D, Seaward, Geology Technician
MARINE GEOLOGY DIVISiON
Joseph T. Kelley, Coastal Marine Geologist
Stephen M. Dickson, Senior Geologist
CARTOGRAPHY AND INFORMATION SERVICES DIVISION
Dr. Reinhard Frohlich (left) and Tom Weddle conduct
deep earth resistivity measurements in Fort Fairield
near the Aroostook River.

Robert D. Tucker, Supervisor of Mapping
Robert A. Johnston, Research Associate
Bennett J. Wilson, Jr., Cartographer
John B. Poisson, Cartographer
Cheryl Fiore, Clerk Typist

Fractured Bedrock
The Maine Geological Survey began field
studies in 1986 on a pilot program to identify
high-yield fractured bedrock aquifers in
northeastern Aroostook County.
The study was
conducted in cooperation with the University of
Maine at Presque Isle in an effort to identify
ial water supplies for agricultural,
ndustrial, or municipal use.

CHARLES T. JACKSON, M. D.,
Member of 11'£ Geol~gical Society of F..a1u:e; of the lmpe1-ial Mintralogical
Society, St. Ptursburg; of t!11 Bost01• Society l\"atural History
and Corr<Bp<mding Membt-r of t!ie Acadtmy Natural Scienra

Using analysis of lineaments and brittlefractures, two investigation sites were chosen.
One was in Easton and the other in Fort
Fairfield, where lineaments and mapped faults
occur.
The Fort Fairfield site is near the
trace of a high-angle fault which passes under
the Aroostook River.
The fault is shown on the
State bedrock geologic map and was previously
described by Louis Pavlides (USGS Map I-1064,
Bedrock Geologic Map of the Mars Hill Quadrangle
and Vicinity).
The fault separates the Silurian
Spragueville Formation from the SilurianOrdovician Carys Mills Formation.
The Easton
site occurs in the Carys Mills Formation and is
an area with a moderately to weakly defined
lineament and nearby surface springs.
Test pits
revealed vertical fractures at the bedrock
surface.
Following summer rainstorms, the test
pits dried rapidly, suggesting that the water
drained into the vertical fractures.

of Philacklphia; of the Lyceum Nat. Hist.

ef

New

York; Albany Institute; Nat. Hu·t. Soc.,
Montreal; Pr()t•. Frank. &ci<ty;

GEOLOGIST TO THE STATE OF MAINE.

150 Years of Geologic Studies
Between 1837 and 1839, C.T. Jackson
published the results of the first "detailed"
geologic investigation of Maine.
As noted in
the exhibit presently displayed in the foyer of
the Maine State Museum, C.T. Jackson was
instrumental in establishing the geological and
biological collections that later became the
first contributions to the State Museum.
His
foresight was critical in preserving an
important part of Maine's heritage.

The initial effort of the program in 1986
was to inventory bedrock wells and determine if
various geophysical techniques could be useful
in locating water-bearing fracture zones.
Dr.
Reinhard Frohlich of the University of Rhode
Island conducted gravimeter and deep-earth
resistivity measurements parallel and transverse
to the linear features.
These data indicate
extensive water-bearing fractures at the Fort
Fairfield site.
The data are incomplete for the
Easton site and further testing should be done.
These data will provide a basis for locating
sites for test borings to characterize the yield
from these fracture zones.

The period 1987-1989 represents the 150th
anniversary of State-sponsored geological
investigations in Maine.
The Maine Geological
Survey plans to commemorate this anniversary by
publishing a volume on the geology of Maine,
summarizing our present understanding of the
State's geology.
By publishing this volume, the
Survey hopes to focus attention on the advances
in our understanding of the geology of Maine
made over the past 150 years, and to make the
public aware of the importance of the geological
sciences in dealing with critical issues facing
the State today.
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Description of Maine

Survey Program Activities

Division

Activity

Description

Contact Person

Administration,
Hydrogeology,
Bedrock and
Surficial

Technical assistance and
oversight on radioactive
waste disposal

The MGS provides technical assistance to Maine's Advisory Commission on
Radioactive Waste. Activities in 1986 focused on a review of the U.S. Department of Energy recommendation of two areas for a high-level nuclear waste
repository in Maine, and in planning for screening activities to locate a site
for a low level radioactive waste disposal facility, if necessary. The MGS
remains the key contact agency for any U.S. DOE activities in Maine relating
to high-level nuclear waste even though site-specific activity in this program
has been temporarily postponed (see page 5).

Walter A. Anderson
John S. Williams
Robert G. Marvinney

Administration,
All Di visions

Geographic Information
System (GIS) and
database development

The MGS continued tc integrate the Department's geographic information system
capabilities into all its geologic programs, concentrating on hydrogeology and
marine geology. Tabular database development also continued, with an emphasis
on the bedrock well survey database and a new geographic and geologic information
database.

Robert G. Marvinney

Administration

Mining on State-owned lands

The MGS and the Bureau of Public Lands have administrative jurisdiction over
exploration and mineral development on lands owned or held in trust by the
State. The MGS issues exploration permits, records claims, and issues permits
to mine •

Michael E. Foley

All Di visions

Public inquiries and
geological advisory services

MGS personnel answer questions and give information on a variety of geologic
topics. Examples of assistance commonly given are: identifying rocks and
minerals, explaining the geology and geologic history of a locality, estimating
ground-water availability in particular areas, and discussing mineral resources
in Maine.

Staff

All Di visions

Technical assistance and
permit review

MGS staff provide technical assistance to the private and public sectors on a
variety of geologic issues. In addition, MGS personnel review permit
applications for both state and federal regulatory agencies.

Staff

Bedrock and
Surficial

Basic geologic

Geologic quadrangle mapping continued at scales of 1:24,000 and 1:62,500.
These maps provide information on Maine's geologic resources essential
for land-use decisions, ground-water and waste-disposal studies, and other
investigations.

Woodrow B. Thompson
Robert G. Marvinney

Bedrock and
Surficial

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Cooperative Geologic Mapping
Program

The COGEOMAP program is an effort by the USGS to increase basic bedrock and
surficial geologic mapping in cooperation with state geologic surveys. Maine
has two cooperative agreements with the USGS - one for bedrock mapping in
eastern Washington County and one for detailed surficial mapping in southwestern
coastal Maine.

Woodrow B. Thompson
Robert G. Marvinney

Bedrock and
Surficial

Landslide inventory and
assessment

A pilot landslide study funded by the USGS includes an inventory of historical
and recent landslides in glacial-marine sediments in southern Maine,
measurements of the engineering properties of sediments within landslides,
and test borings to determine the stratigraphy of recent landslides such as
the, one that occurred in Gorham.

Woodrow B. Thompson

.....

ma~ping

"'

Division

Activity

Bedrock and
Surficial

Mineral locality inventory

In response to requests from the public, the MGS is preparing a guidebook
to selected mines and other localities of mineralogical interest.

Woodrow B. Thompson

Bedrock and
Surficial

Mineral collection

The MGS has assembled a rock and mineral display that contains specimens collected
from localities in Maine and elsewhere in the country. A staff geologist will
explain rock and mineral occurrences and give advice on mineral collecting in
Maine.

Woodrow B. Thompson

Bedrock and
Surficial

Earthquake monitoring

The MGS provides information on earthquakes in Maine utilizing seismic
data compiled by Weston Observatory of Boston College. The MGS also
conducts intensity surveys in conjunction with Weston Observatory and
the Maine Bureau of Civil Emergency Preparedness.

Michael E. Foley

Bedrock and
Surficial

USGS Mineral Resources
Data System (MRDS)

The USGS developed the MRDS program to provide a computerized national
mineral resource database. The MGS has been verifying and updating the
MRDS listing for Maine.

Staff

Cartography and
Information
Services

Geologic publications and
information

The MGS makes the results of geologic investigations available to the public
through progress maps and reports, open-file information, and formal
publications. In addition to map and manuscript preparation, the Cartography
and Information Services Division produces all the artwork necessary for black
and white and full color publications.

Robert D. Tucker
Cheryl Fiore

Cartography and
Information
Services

Map and aerial photo library

The MGS maintains a reference collection of U.S. Government topographic maps,
orthophotoquads, and aerial photographs. These maps and photos may be
inspected at the MGS office. MGS cartographers will answer questions
concerning price, coverage, availability, and ordering.

Robert D. Tucker
Robert A. Johnston

Cartography and
Information
Services

Resource center library

The library contains a wide range of open-file and unpublished maps, progress
reports, dissertations, and published information primarily on Maine's geology.
The library is open to the public, although materials do not circulate.

Robert A. Johnston

Cartography and
Inf orma ti on
Services

NCIC affiliate office

The MGS is a state affiliate of the National Cartographic Information Center.
As an NCIC affiliate, MGS personnel can answer questions about maps, aerial
photos, and other cartographic information available from the U.S. Geological
Survey and other Federal agencies. The MGS also sells USGS topographic maps
and orthophotoquads.

Robert D. Tucker
Robert A. Johnston

Hydrogeology

Significant Aquifers Mapping
Cooperative with Maine Dept. of
Environmental Protection & USGS

The MGS conducts ground water availability and quality studies in sand and
gravel aquifers. In 1986, the study covered the Presque Isle area. The
Bangor area is scheduled for the summer of 1987.

Thomas K. Weddle
John S. Williams

Hydrogeology

Fractured Bedrock Aquifers
Program

This project will identify high-yield bedrock fracture zones in areas of
the state such as coastal and northern Maine, where sand and gravel aquifers
are not abundant. The project involves conducting well inventory, fracture
mapping, geophysical, and remote sensing studies. Mapping is on-going in
Aroostook County and may be extended into the mid-coast area in 1987.

John S. Williams
Thomas K. Weddle

Hydrogeology

Cooperative Pesticide Screening
Program

Utilizing the monitoring network developed by the Significant Aquifers program
and the expertise of the Departments of Conservation, Agriculture, Environmental
Protection, Human Services, Transportation, and the USGS, a state-wide screening
study of pesticides in ground water was initiated in 1985. This study will
continue through 1987, focusing on water quality in northeastern Maine.

Craig D. Neil
John S. Williams

Contact Person

..,

Division

Activity

Description

Contact Person

Hydrogeology

Voluntary well inventory:
database development

Seventeen drillers agreed to participate in a voluntary well reporting
program developed jointly by the MGS and the Maine Water Well Driller's
Association. Approximate four thousand records have been entered into the
MGS computer system to date.

Patricia D. Seaward
Craig D. Neil

Hydrogeology

USGS Cooperative Hydrogeologic
Data Network

This program maintains 25 stream gaging stations and 25 observation wells and
collects basic ground-water quality data. The USGS publishes the data as Water
Data Reports for Maine.

John S. Williams

Hydro geology

USGS Cooperative Saco Valley
Aquifer Study

This study includes a detailed analysis of an area of valley-fill aquifers which
straddles the Maine-New Hampshire border and an assessment of the impact of
land use practices on ground-water quality in this rapidly growing area. Field
work for this project has been completed; a report should be available by the
end of 1987.

John S. Williams

Hydrogeology

Analysis of bedrock aquifers
in the Sebago Lake and
Bottle Lake areas

This study, to be initiated in June 1987, is designed to demonstrate the highly
fractured nature of the granite in these two areas through the use of well
information, fracture trace analysis, and geophysical studies. The study will
be used to supplement earlier work by the State on the issue of high level
nuclear waste disposal.

John S. Williams

Marine,
Bedrock and
Surficial

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) For several years the NRC has funded studies to evaluate Maine's seismicity
in relation to the State's late Quaternary geologic history. The project
Crustal Warping Project
included studies of sea-level rise and searching for seafloor disturbances
possibly caused by seismic events or recent faulting, detailed studies of
glacial-marine deltas and their use as indicators of postglacial vertical
crustal movements, and a geodetic investigation with UMO of ongoing crustal
movements in eastern Maine. Related studies of historical seismicity and
archaeological evidence of sea-level change are also in progress.

Marine

Minerals Management Service (MMS)
Seafloor Mapping Project

The Dept. of the Interior's MMS funded the MGS to search for strategic
minerals in the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone off the Maine coast. This work
involved detailed seismic reflection and side-scan sonar profi.ling, as well
as bottom sampling and laboratory analyses.

Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA)
Sand Dune Mapping Project

NOAA's Ocean and Coastal Resource Management Office funded geologic and
coastal hazards mapping of Maine's southern beaches. Thirty eight large
scale (1:4800) maps were made of twenty seven beach and dune systems. The
Department of Conservation's Geographic Information System was used to
compile and create the Sand Dune Maps. The maps will aid the Department
of Environmental Protection in the review of sand dune permit applications.

Stephen 11. Dickson
Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

Sea Grant estuarine sediment
budgets

In cooperation·with UMO, the MGS is studying bluff erosion and mud-flat
sedimentation on historic and geologic time scales in Casco, Damariscotta,
and Machias Bays.

Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

National Underwater Research
Program on Benthic Productivity
in the Gulf of Maine

To improve our understanding of the productivity of the Gulf of Maine, the MGS
is conducting experiments and making direct measurements by submersible in the
deep Gulf.

Joseph T. Kelley

Marine

Sea Grant bluff erosion

In cooperation with UMO, the MGS is constructing a model of bluff retreat
near landslide-prone coastal areas.

Joseph T. Kelley

Joseph T. Kelley
Woodrow B. Thompson

NCIC Affiliate Office

Gravity and its Geological Interpretation:
The
Sebago Pluton and Vicinity, Southwestern Maine,
by Geoscience Services of Salem, Inc.
(26 p.
report)
Open-File No. 86-15.
Price:
$2.00 + 10¢ sales tax.

The Maine Geological Survey became the 44th
State Affiliate of the National Cartographic
Information Center (NCIC) in July of 1986.
The
NCIC, a part of the U.S. Geological Survey,
collects and describes all types of cartographic
information from government agencies and, where
possible, from private companies in the mapping
business.
It is the public's primary source for
cartographic information.
There are two NCIC
affiliate off ices in Maine.
The Maine
Geological Survey affiliate office is at State
House Station #22, Augusta, ME 04333, telephone
(207) 289-2801.
The University of Maine
affiliate office is in 208 Nutting Hall, College
of Forest Resources, Orono, ME 04469, telephone
(207) 581-6277.

Bedrock Geology of Acadia National Park and
Environs, by Richard A. Gilman and Carleton A.
Chapman.
(map - scale 1:50,000)
Open-File No.
86-17.
Price:
$1.25 + 7¢ sales tax.
Maps showing Lineaments, High-Yield Bedrock
Wells, and Potential Bedrock Recharge Areas by
Caswell, Eichler, and Hill, Inc.
Scale 1:250,000.
Open-File No.
86-67
Portland and Bath 2° sheets
Lewiston 2° sheet
86-68
86-69
Bangor 2° sheet
Eastport 20 sheet
86-70
86-71
Sherbrooke 2° sheet
Price per map: $1.25 + 7¢ sales tax.

As an NCIC affiliate, the Maine Geological
Survey can answer questions about maps and other
cartographic and geographic information
available from many government and private
sources. We can provide quick access to
information on the availability and source of
many types of maps, charts, digital cartographic
data, aerial photographs, radar images, and a
variety of other types of cartographic data.
Information about LANDSAT satellite imagery is
available from the University of Maine affiliate
off ice.

Bedrock Geology of the Calais 15' Quadrangle, by
Allan Ludman and Malcolm Hill.
(46 p. report
and map - scale 1:62,500)
Open-File No. 86-72.
Price:
$3.55 + 18¢ sales tax.
Bedrock Geology of the Red Beach, Robbinston,
and Devils Head 7.5' Quadrangles, Maine, by
Richard N. Abbott, Jr.
(36 p. report and map)
Open-File No. 86-73.
Price:
$3.25 + 17¢ sales tax.

In addition to geologic maps, the MGS now
sells topographic maps and orthophotoquads to
the public and other government agencies.
For
price information and an up-to-date index of 7.5
and 15-minute topographic maps, contact the MGS
office.

Hydrogeology and Water Quality of Significant
Sand and Gravel Aquifers in parts of
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Oxford, and York
Counties, Maine, by John s. Williams, Dorothy H.
Tepper, Andrews L. Tolman, and Woodrow B.
Thompson.
(121 p. report)
Open-File No. 87-la
(To accompany maps 87-lb - 87-le)
Price:
$6.00 + 30¢ sales tax.

The MGS has two reference sets of black and
white aerial photographs that cover the State.
One flight was flown in the mid to late 1960's
and is at a scale of 1:20,000 or 1:15,840.
The
more recent set was flown in 1979-1981 and is at
a scale of 1:40,000.
These photos can be used
by the public during office hours.

Hydrogeologic Data for Significant Sand and
Gravel Aquifers maps, scale - 1:50,000.
Open-File No.
87-lb
Map 12
87-lc
Map 13
87-ld
Map 14
87-le
Map 15
Price per map:
$1.25 + 7¢ sales tax.
Index map available free of charge.

The MGS affiliate office also stocks a wide
variety of USGS popular publications about
geology, maps, and other cartographic
information.
Limited quantities are free upon
request.

Inventory and Bibliography of Maine Landslides,
by Irwin D. Novak.
(21 p. report and map scale 1:500,000) Open-File No. 87-3.
Price:
$3.25 + 17¢ sales tax.

New Open-File Information
Index to U.S. Geological Survey Topographic Maps
of Maine.
(Up-to-date index maps showing 15minute and 7.5-minute topographic map coverage
for Maine.
The maps are free of charge.)

Landslides in the Presumpscot Formation:
An
Engineering Study, by Jeannine Amos and Thomas
C. Sandford.
(68 p. report)
Open-File No. 87-4.
Price:
$3.80 + 19¢ sales tax.

Reconnaissance Surficial Geologic Maps.
Fifty
eight new quadrangles were open-filed in 1986.
Index map available free of charge.

Geomorphology and Sedimentary Framework of the
Inner Continental Shelf of Southwestern Maine,
by Joseph T. Kelley, R.C. Shipp, and Daniel F.
Belknap.
(86 p. report)
Open-File No. 87-5.
Price:
$4.30 + 22¢ sales tax.

Bedrock Geology of the Big Lake 15' Quadrangle,
Maine, by Allan Ludman.
(44 p. report and map scale 1:62,500)
Open-File No. 86-1.
Price:
$3.45 + 18¢ sales tax.

Surficial Geologic Maps of Maine.
Scale
1:250,000.
Maps are listed by quadrangle name.
Bangor (87-9)
Millinocket (87-12)
Bath (87-8)
Portland (87-6)
Campbellton (87-18)
Presque Isle (87-15)
Eastport (87-10)
Quebec (87-14)
Edmundston (87-17)
Sherbrooke (87-11)
Fredericton (87-13)
Woodstock (87-16)
Lewiston (87-7)
Price per map:
$1.25 + 7¢ sales tax.

First Annual Report - Pesticides in Ground Water
Study, compiled by Andrews L. Tolman.
( 21 P ·
report)
Open-File No. 86-13.
Price $2.00 + 10¢ sales tax.
Earthquakes in Maine - October 1975 - December
1985, compiled by Carolyn A. Lepage and Robert
A. Johnston.
(map - scale 1:500,000)
Open-File
No. 86-14.
Price:$1.25 + 7¢ sales tax.
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